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Election Board j
discusses
precinct status

u y has arrived

By JOHN WRIGHT
jwnght@murrayledger.com
Always looking at the future,
the Calloway County Board of
Elections Wednesday began
looking at the November general election ...and found a potential issue.
One of the precincts for elections has been the Area Technology Center on the Murray
High campus at the intersection
Sycamore Street and Doran
Road. However, with the construction of the new Career and
Technical Center expeeted to be
completed well before Nov. 8,
that leaves the possibility that
the current ATC complex may
not be standing as a massive
renovation of the Murray High
campus is expected to begin
sometime this year.
So board members began
asking about alternative locations Wednesday.
"The good news is I think
we do have plenty of options,"
said Calloway County Clerk
Antonia Faulkner, who is also
the board's chair. "We do have
to be ready, though."
When asked about the situation Wednesday afternoon.
Murray Independent School
District Superintendent Bob
Rogers said he would be glad to
sit down with board officials.
"I'm sure we could work out
something with them," Rogers
said. "Being that the (CTC)
is probably opening after the
school year has started (in August), that means (the ATC)
building will be around for a
little bit. But if (the election
board) wants to talk about what
could be done (including possibly using Murray High as a precinct site), we would be glad to
sit down and talk to them about
a- See ELECTION Page 3A
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Pentagon
ends ban on
transgender
troops
By LOLITA C. EtALDOR
Associated Press

WASHINGTON (AP) —
Saying it's the right thing to do,
Defense Secretary Ash Carter
announced Thursday that transgender people will be allowed
to serve openly in the U.S. military, ending one of the last bans
on service in the armed forces.
"Americans who want to
serve and can meet our standards should be afforded the
opportunity to compete to do
so," said Carter, laying out a
one-year plan to implement the
change."Our mission is to defend this country, and we don't
want barriers unrelated to a
person's qualification to serve
preventing us from recruiting
or retaining the soldier, sailor,
airman,or Marine who can best
accomplish the mission."
Under the new policy, by
Oct. 1, transgender troops already serving should be able to
receive medical care and begin
formally changing their gender
identifications in the Pentagon's
personnel system. And, a year
from now, the military services
will begin allowing transgender
individuals to enlist, as long as
they meet required standards and
have been stable in their identified
genders for 18 months.
Carter's announcement comes
despite concerns from senior military leaders that the department
is moving too fast and that more
time is needed to work through the
changes.
According to defense officials,
the military leaders, including
Gen. Mark Milley,the Army chief
of staff, and Gen. Robert Neller,
commandant of the Marine Corps,
said that while they aren't opposed
to lifting the ban, they thought the
new rules didn't include enough
specifics to guide commanders
who will have to make decisions
TYLER DIXON/Ledger and Times about people in their units.
An American Flag hangs in the window of New Life Christian Bookstore Thursday. Stores all over the town square are celebratSee MILITARY Page 5A
ing the 4th of July with flags and other items donning the red, white and blue.

Fireworks facts: things to consider before lighting the fuse
same grade of consumer fireworks offered for sale from
June 10 - July 7 or Dec. 26 - Jan. 4—during times when
firework celebrations are more common.
Permanent fireworks establishments can sell the same
With the Fourth of July fast approaching, the desire
to shoot off a few fireworks in celebration is sure to be class of consumer goods year round, with those sales accounting for more than 10 percent of total sales.
present among people in Murray and Calloway County.
Each permit comes with an associated cost, with ancilsouth
trek
a
make
to
had
fans
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past,
In years
of the Kentucky-Tennessee border to get their hands on lary, seasonal and permanent permits costing $25, $100
and $250. respectively.
these celebratory goods.
The next step requires potential retailers to obtain a
In recent years, the ability to procure these items
licenses, transient business and sign permit apbusiness
after
County
has been brought to Murray and Calloway
changes in state law allowed for the sale and distribu- proval through the city planner. These can all be found at
tion of consumer fireworks previously unavailable in the Murray's City Hall at 104 North 5th St.
Retailers must then gather all required documents instate—specifically items such as fire crackers and bottle
rockets. This availability also comes with some rules and cluding a copy of the Kentucky State Fireworks Sales
Permit and Storage Notification Report; proof of insurregulations, however,for both sellers and buyers.
According to the City of Murray's website,those wish- ance; a copy of the agreement/ lease with the land owner
ing to sell fireworks in the community must go through a to allow fireworks sales on their property; and proof that
sales persons are at least 18 years of age.
series of steps to do so.
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Ancillary permits allow for the sale
JORDAN FERGUSON!Ledger & Times
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By JORDAN FERGUSON
jferguson@murrayledgercom
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Kentucky State Police urge drivers
to stay sober over holiday weekend

WEATHER

derstorms. Partly sunny, with
a high near 90. Southeast
111411
•
•--- 1%
..4 I
wind 5 to 7 mph becoming
south southwest in the afterFRANKFORT, Ky. (AP)
noon.
- Kentucky State Police are
TODAY
TOMORROW
urging people to plan ahead
Sunday Night: A chance
of showers and thunder- for Independence Day cele83
brations by designating a sostorms. Mostly cloudy, with
ber driver if they plan to be
66
a low around 73. South wind
out on roadways.
around 7 mph.
A statement from police
Daily Forecast
Monday: Showers and
Today: A 20 percent thunderstorms likely. Mostihance of showers and thun- ly cloudy, with a high near
ilerstorms. Mostly sunny, 88. Southwest wind 9 to 13
mph, with gusts as high as From front
With a high near 87. South18 mph.
West wind 6 to 8 mph becomextinguishers-one 2A multiMonday Night: A chance
klg north northwest in the afpurpose dry chemical and one
of showers and thunder- pressurized water extinguisher.
lernoon.
Legal fireworks fit for con,-1,• Tonight: Mostly cloudy, storms. Mostly cloudy, with a
low around 72. West south- sumers should be packaged
pith a low around 67. North
with a DOT label indicating
west wind 7 to 11 mph.
i)ortheast wind 5 to 7 mph.
them as 1.40 (Class C). DisTuesday: A chance of
Saturday: A 40 percent
play fireworks labeled with
showers and thunderstorms.
21hance of showers and thuna DOT label indicating 1.30
lierstorms. Mostly cloudy, Partly sunny, with a high near (Class B) are illegal and inrah a high near 83. East 89. West wind 7 to 9 mph.
clude items such as M80's and
flortheast wind around 7
Tuesday Night: A slight cherry bombs.
chance of showers and thunmph.
"One thing that citizens
Saturday Night: A 30 derstorms. Partly cloudy, should be aware of is that evwith a low around 72. West erybody in the city limits who
percent chance of showers
are selling fireworks,those firewind 5 to 7 mph becoming
and thunderstorms. Mostworks are inspected," said Greg
south southwest after midly cloudy, with a low around
Molinar, City of Murray fire
,06. Northeast wind around 6 night.
marshal."Every location,every
Wednesday: Mostly sun- tent-if you go into Walmart,
triph
ny, with a high near 92. West Kroger, Dollar General-any
Sunday: A 30 percent
chance of showers and thun- southwest wind 6 to 9 mph.
place that is selling fireworks
within the city limits as of this
date has already been inspected.
"We are basically inspecting
for the location of those fireworks, let's say in Walmart or
Kroger, and what it is they are
selling," he said. "Every location has to have(the two fire extinguishers). That is something
the fire department checks on
twice a year,and any other time
when anybody might be having some kind of celebration or
performance that involves pyrotechnics, fireworks or flames
of some kind-we will always
inspect those instances. In this
region it is always the Fourth of
July and New Years, those are
the two big ones."
When talking about location,
Molinar said that usually means
the proximity of where the fireJORDAN FERGUSON/ Ledger & Times
works are being stored in relafietailers wishing to sell fireworks in Murray need to go
tion to the entrance of a store.
!through a series of stapsvilti_ both the fire marshal and city
For example, Molinar said the
planner's office. Among the Things required include a busl-'
department would prefer them
Tiess license, proof of inairanCe, and an inspection from the
to be closer to the entrance for
fire marshal's office to ensure all is in compliance with city
easier access to any potential
ordinaces.
fires. Were the unfortunate to
•

says the agency will be out
in full force for its Drive Sober or Get Pulled Over campaign, which runs from July
1 through July 4. Sgt. Michael Webb says there will
be zero tolerance for drunken
driving.

According to the National
Highway Traffic Safety Administration, drunken driving fatalities usually increase
during holidays.
Police say there were 77
crashes last year in Kentucky
due to drunken driving over

the Fourth of July holiday period. The crashes resulted in
9 deaths and 43 injuries.
Webb says police want
people to enjoy their holiday responsibly by planning
ahead.•

of Alcohol Tobacco Firearms
and Explosives, and during displays anyone remaining within
the fallout area must be an ATF
licensed display operator, an
employee of the display operator, an assistant in training and
at least 18 years of age. An example of such an event would
be the annual fireworks celebration held in Murray every
year.
Failure to comply from both
businesses and private individuals are met with a series of
fines ranging in cost from $25
to $1,000:
• $25 - Use of ground or
handheld devices by minors
without adult supervision
• $25 - Use of ground or
handheld devices within 50 feet
of a structure
• $25 - Use or possession
of aerial devices or audible
ground devices by persons under 18 years of age
•$25 - Use of aerial devices or audible ground devices
within 200 feet of a structure or
vehicle
•$100 - Failure to register
ancillary sales facilities
• $250 - Failure to register
seasonal sales facilities
•$500 - Failure to register
permanent sales facilities
• $500 - Failure to submit
storage facility report
• $1,000 - Sales or use of
Display fireworks in violation
of KRS 227.710
•$1,000 - Failure to obtain
local or state permit for Public
display of fireworks, Pyrotechnic displays before a proximate
audience and flame effects before a proximate audience.
Molinar said the fire department cares most about proper
supervision for those under the
age of 18. More than anything
stressing the need for citizens
in Murray and Calloway Coun-

ty to exercise common sense
when it comes to celebrating
with fireworks this weekend
and beyond. While the police
and fire departments are unlikely to go around asking for
identification from those shooting off a couple bottle rockets,
adult supervision is always an
excellent idea alongside an
awareness of one's surroundings.
"The discharge of any type
of firework has to be so many
feet from a structure, so many
feet from another person, and
so on," Molinar said. "There
are a lot of fireworks that happen and a lot of people, practically the whole city, could get
written up for (not following
rules and regulations). We want
to enforce mostly the spirit of
the law, let's keep everybody
as safe as possible- we want to
have fun and people congregate
together. That's where common
sense comes in."
For revelers this weekend
Molinar said a good amount of
common sense will serve anyone using fireworks in good
stead. This involves keeping
fireworks away from potential
sources of ignition. If grilling
out, for example, storing a bag
of fireworks next to the grill
and not making anyone aware
of it is likely a recipe for trouble. Other tips Molinar suggested included keeping a shovel
and water hose handy in the
event of an unexpected fire and
making sure that all embers in
a fire are properly extinguished
before walking away.
"When you have your fireworks, until you are ready to
fire them off, keep them away
from sources
tition," he
said. 4Take re
e precau-.
titras to keep e^r.. body safe,
especially remetAber'where the
children are."•
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occur, the closer to the entrance
the fire is, the easier it will be
to find and extinguish, preventing the need for fire fighters to
move equipment such as hoses
through a place of business.
There are also rules governing the use of fireworks by
citizens. Ground or handheld
devices, such as sparklers or
devices which "emit showers of
sparks or flashes of light only"
require adult supervision for
those under the age of 18 and
should not be used within 50
feet of structures or vehicles.
Arial or audible ground devices which "fly, spin, report or
explode" should only be handled by those 18 years of age or
older and should not be ignited
within 200 feet of structures or
vehicles-this would include
items such a bottle rockets.
For residents in the city and
county who may wish to put
on a festive display for their
neighbors, there are also some
rules which should be borne in
mind before lighting the fuse
this Fourth of July weekend, as
local and state permits may be
required to do so. "Public Displays of Fireworks,""Pyrotechnic Displays in Front of a Proximate Audience," and "Flame
Effects in Front of a Proximate
Audience" all require the acquisition and completion of
applications prior to being
conducted. Permit applications
must be filed with the Murray
Fire Marshal's office at least 15
days prior to the display date,
with applications filed less than
15 days prior requiring the assessment of a $100 fee.
Displays must be compliant
with certain NFPA codes and
proof of insurance or a bond in
the amount of $1,000,000 must
be prcivided prior to receiving a
permit. Display operators must
also be licensed by the Bureau
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Stock 051510

Stock 1196082

Stock #89095

Stock #22144

2014 Chrysler 200

2013 Dodge Dart

Price $8,900IAPR 14.95
Down Payment5550

2014 Dodge Avenger

PrKe $8,900 I APR 14.95
Down Payment $550

2009 Chevy Impala

Pnce 39,60014PR 14.95
Down Payment5550

Price 54,600 I APR 14.95
Down Payment$575
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Stock 088643

Stock 042781

Stock 957540

2010 Chevy Impala

2012 Chevy Equinox

2010 Chevy Equinox

2006 Chevy Trailblazer

Price $133001APR 14.95
Dorm Payment S2,400

Price 59,500 I APR 14.95
Down Payment$600

PrKe 55 7001APR /495
Down Payment 5525
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Stock 092017

Stock #14182

Stock 077850

2012 Buick LaCrosse

2007 Chrysler PT

PrKe 51448514PR 14.95
Dow Payment 52425

Price 56,100 j APR 14.95
Down Payment 5550

2007 Honda Odyssey
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Stock 062694

Stock 981355

2000Toyota Corolla

2001 Dodge Journey

2006 Chevy Malibu

Price 53,30014PR 14.95
Doom Portent$500

Price 57,900IAPR 14.95
Down Payment$450

2006 Chevy Uplander

Price 53,9001 APR 14.95
Down Payment5590

Price $4,2001APR 14.95
Down Payrnmt 5500

Stock 041459

Stock 170707

2008 Chrysler 300

2008Chery HHR

Price 59,1001APR 14.95
Down)Payment 5450
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LIL' MISS FREEDOM FEST: The inaugural Lil' Miss Freedom Fest beauty pageant was held Thursday night in
the auditorium
of Wrather Museum on Murray State University's campus. The proceeds generated by the pageant went to help
raise funds
for The Way of Wellness, a non-profit organization aiming to help teach, encourage and provide shelter to
mothers and children in need. Pictured, clockwise from above, are the participants in the baby category. Mira Kinsley, the daughter
of Jeff and
Keisha Kinsley, is shown after being crowned Lil' Miss Freedom Fest 2016. Mira is shown with sister Lily Kinsley, who was in
the running in another age group. Brailee Nicole Arnold, who won best American outfit of the evening, is shown next to Traci
Lawrence, founder and director of The Way of Wellness, as she points to a loved one in the crowd. Kandice Madeleine Coria,
pictured left with her mother, was one of the alternate winners alongside Elise Gray Hopkins who is shown with her mother.
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HELP WANTED
The Murray Ledger & Times'Printing and
Post Print Department is growing fast!
We are in need of the following positions:

PRINTING DEPARTMENT: This is a full-time position. Prefer
someone with experience with an offset printing press but will train
the right person.This is a midnight shift. Must be able to stand for long
periods of time, able to climb up and down ladders, able to lift up to
50 lbs.
JOHN WRIGHT/Ledger & Times
The Murray-Calloway County Area Technology Center has served as a precinct for elections
the past several years. However, with the construction of the new Career Technical Center
and a massive renovation scheduled for adjoining Murray High, there are questions as to
whether the ATC facility will still be available for the November general election.

IN ELECTION Board...
From front
that."
Still. board members intend
to inquire about other possible
locations just to cover all bases. These would include the
Arboretum at Murray State
University and two churches,
West Murray Church of Christ
and the Murray Church of
the Nazarene, both on Doran
Road.
***
Faulkner also reminds the
public of important dates upcoming in regards to deadlines related to elections.
For all races, anyone wishing to run as a write-in candidate has until Oct. 28 to submit campaign documentation.
In addition, anyone wishing
to run for a local school board
position has until 4 p.m. on
Aug.9 to file as a candidate.
Also, the deadline for voters to apply for absentee ballots is Nov. 1. Absentee voting
begins before Oct. 21.

e'
'01

222

Faulkner and the board also
discussed new rules that will
go into effect July 15 throughCommonwealth.
the
out
These were approved by the
state legislature this year.
Senate Bill 169 produced
the majority of these. It calls
for county clerks to redact a
voter's Social Security number from any voter registration record that is requested
by a citizen. It also sets 4 p.m.
local time as the deadline for
all voter registration applications to be received by county
clerk's offices.
The bill also calls for prohibiting electioneering within

100 feet and allows for political signs on private property
not serving as a polling location, regardless of distance. In
addition, challenges to absentee ballots must be returned
by mail and be in the hands
ofcounty clerks before 8 a.m.
on election day and county
boards are required to meet

and begin counting absentee
ballots starting at 8 a.m. on
election day.
The bill also says that any
identification cards with a
picture and signature, as well
as any United States government-issued ID card, is an
acceptable form of voter registration..

POST-PRINTING DEPARTMENT: This is a part-time position with the opportunity to grow into a full-time position. This is a
midnight shift. Must be able to stand for long periods of time, able to
lift up to 25 lbs.

APPLY AT:
The Murray Ledger & Times
1001 Whitnell Avenue • Murray, KY 42071
OR SEND RESUME TO: dstorno murrayledgercom
NO PHONE CALLS PLEASE
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COMMUNITY
DATEBOOK
Street closings for July 4
The scheduled street closings in Murray on
Monday, July 4 are from 8- 11 a.m. on Main
Street between 10th and Industrial Rd. Limited
access for parade lineup will be at N. 10th from
Payne to Main; Olive Boulevard from N. 8th to
10th; Sharpe St. from N. 8th to 10th; Payne St.
from 8th to 10th and Walnut St. to 10th.

Martha
Finney Andrus,
Community editor

Khnl

CCPL to close for holiday
The Calloway County Public Library will be
closed Monday. July 4 for Independence Day.

MAG Art Party to be Friday
The Murray Art Guild will hold its Summer
Art Party Friday, July 1 from 6-9 p.m. This will be the opening for
"Landspirations: An Inspired by the Local Landscape." There will
be an art auction, artist demonstrations and art activities as well as
Music and food. The public is invited to attend.
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funeral

Good Life offers Panama trip
The Murray Bank Good Life is offering a trip to the country of
Panama Feb. 27-March 6,2017.The trip will include a tour of Panama City, Panama,an open-air aerial tramway,rainforest experience,
the Soberania National Park,a monkey boat tour,evening jeep safari, a Panama Canal partial transit and other activities. If interested,
.contact Brenda Sykes at 270-762-3338 or email bsykes@themurraybank.com. Seating is limited.

, Prayer Across America planned
Prayer Across America will be held Sunday,July 3 at 1 p.m. CST.
Cayce Baptist Church, where this commission originated, ask that
everyone pray at the same time.

Habitat for Humanity seeks family
The Murray-Calloway County Habitat for Humanity chapter is
planning construction on its next home and is looking for a partner
,., family. Applications are available at the Calloway County Public
Library. In order to qualify,partnership families are expected to contribute 250 sweat-equity hours for each adult applicant as well as a
good rental history, paying a minimum of $325 per month in rent.
,

Scout Troop accepting flags in poor shape

.c
home
The

Photo provided
Pictured, from left, seated, are Geneva Kendall, Florence Hudspeth, Edward Richard Miller, Ann Perry, Pearl Kinel, Willie
Kinel, Rosa Hudspeth, Vernon Murrell, Charlotte Murrell, Nell McCuiston, Earl Hudspeth (oldest at the event), Carl Skinner
and Dave Ross; standing, Pastor Donald Perry, Danny Hudspeth, James Jones, Derryanna Hudspeth, Chris Pool, Dr. Risa
Perry, Lewis Perry, Helen Perry, Betty Bumphis and Denise Bumphis.

Douglass seniors recognized at luncheon
Special to the Ledger
to share some of their life stories as part of an oral history project for
The Douglass Senior Recognition Luncheon was held Saturday, Douglass High School and the Douglass Center.
June 12 at Main Street Youth Center. All Douglass community seThe event was hosted by Pleasant Hill Community Church, Pasniors and guests were invited. This event was part of a series of tor Donald Perry, Dr. Risa Perry, Express Pharmacy, Main Street
events held during the summer at the center.
Youth Center (David and Pam Hudspeth) and Murray City CounThe honored guests were all Douglass seniors over 80 years of age cilman Danny Hudspeth. Servers were Damike Triplett and Susan
and they were presented with an Appreciation Certificate with scrip- McClemore.
ture that represented their life. After lunch, the seniors were invited

The Scout and Parents Advisory Committee of Troop 2077 of the
• Boy Scouts of America, Murray, is asking members of the community for donations of any American flag in poor shape for retirement.
Troop 2077 will be set up at Family Night in the Park on Monday.
• , July 4 in Central Park as a part of Freedom Fest, to accept any flags Special to the Ledger
The Murray State University Town & Gown Community Band,
which need retired. The Troop will be conducting a flag retirement
, ceremony later in the fall. Troop 2077 is sponsored by the Men's Town & Gown Chorale and Governor's Scholars Program Chorus
will host a concert on Monday,July 4 at 8 p.m. inside Lovett Audi, Fellowship of First Christian Church, Murray.
torium on the Murray State campus. As part of this year's Freedom
Fest in Murray,the free concert is open to the public and will last for
Concert at Marshall County to be held
Terry Mike Jeffrey and the TMJ Band with Glen D. Hardin and approximately one hour.
The 95-member community band is under the direction of Murray
• the TMJ Horn Section will be in concert at Marshall County High
School's Kenneth Shadowen Performing Arts Center on Saturday, State's Todd Hill, associate professor and director of jazz studies at
• July 9 at 7 p.m. All seats are reserved and are $20 each. Contact Murray State. The band is comprised of various community members including Murray State students. The program will open with
Marshall County Arts Commission at 270-252-7022.
"The Star-Spangled Banner" and includes well-loved marches such
as "Americans We" and "Stars and Stripes Forever." Guest conducHomemakers selling quilt squares
The Calloway County Extension Homemakers will be selling tors during the band's performance will include Russell V. Gross Jr.
mini barn quilt squares at the Downtown Farmers Market on the first along with Dennis Johnson, Murray State director of bands.
Saturday of each month beginning Saturday, July 2. The squares
are made of sign metal and are painted in patriotic red, white and
blue or in the school colors of University of Kentucky, Murray State
University, Murray High School or Calloway County High School.
The cost is $25 each. No orders will be taken.

MSU to hold Freedom Fest concert
The chorale repertoire includes selections such as "God Bless
America" and "Song for the Unsung Hero". Both choirs will join the
band for select numbers during the program as well.
"The July 4 concert will be a fantastic opportunity for the community to enjoy a wonderful evening of music prior to the city's Freedom Fest fireworks display," said Carol Brunn, Murray State Town
& Gown coordinator. "We're very thankful for our Town & Gown
partners who allow us to provide these cultural events."
For more information or to become involved with the Town &
Gown program, contact Brunn at 270-809-3023 or cbrunn@murraystate.edu. Town & Gown partnership benefits include complimentary tickets and passes for various University events as well as
networking opportunities with community and University leaders.
•

Baby Registry
Neely & Nicholas Armes

The Sensory Loss Support Group will meet Tuesday, July 5 at 1
p.m. at Brookdale Murray. Topics will cover vision, hearing, neuropathy, mobility and more. For information,call 270-759-1555.

Bethany & Nick Calhoon
Stefanie & Brandon Cavins
Photo provided
KY.
HIGH
SCHOOL
RODEO: Pictured is Marlee
Henson, daughter of Van
and Theresa Henson of
Benton, who was named
Champion Barrell Racer in
the High School and Junior
High Rodeo Association
Western Regional finals held
at Murray on May 13 and
14. Henson attends Marshall
County High School.

Farmers Market will be Saturday
Downtown Farmers Market will be Saturday from 7 a.m. - noon
on the Murray Courtsquare. Seasonal fruits and vegetables including sweet corn will be available along with flowers and plants, baked
items, a variety of meats,eggs and handcrafted items.

Barton-Vincent Lecture to be presented
The 22nd annual Lon Carter Barton-Jack Vincent Lecture will be
Thursday,July 7 at 7 p.m. at the Graves County Library, North 17th
St., Mayfield. This year's lecture will be "Nathan Bedford Forrest,
the Military Exploits of a Confederate General 1986-1985" and will
be presented by Alan Coyle, current executive director Of the Nathan Bedford Forrest Historical Society and commander of Sons of
Confederate Veterans Camp #115. Admission is free and open to the
public. For more information,contact Scott Parker at 731-336-9893.

ALS fundraising cookbook available

Lauren & Brian Couch
Amanda George & Lane Fuqua
Tara Hawthorne &
Douglas McWhorter
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Jordan Kirstein

Chelsea & Wesley Neale

Nicole & James Lamb

The New Providence Cemetery is in need of donations for mowing and resetting fallen stones. Mail donations to New Providence
Cemetery Fund,do Clara Stubblefield,901 Shoemaker Road, Murray, KY 42071.

Brandy Ortiz &
Julien Robinson

Varsity Theater to hold reunion

Dow
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Sherrie & Jared Paschall

All former employees of the Varsity Theater are invited to a reunion Saturday,July 16 at 5 p.m. at Pagliai's. If you are interested in
attending,contact Bob Craven at 270-472-1964 or Loma Alexander
Outland at 270-978-4579.

Bask
Christina & Austin Reed
Megan & Anthony Schmitt

LIVE UNITED!
United
Way

LeAnn & Jared Shankle
Ashley & John Smith
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Kedrian Thomas

Cemetery seeks donations

Call theatre Noe*2704534SM
or cal our 24 hour Info line at
271-79-3314.
computerorsmattphone go to
die Chel welsh at
wwoutratinditanwony.cat
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MaKayla Kim &

Stephanie & Lee Miller

Please support
the United Way of
Murray-Calloway
County.
Your Gift Matters!
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Hannah & Billy Hendon

"Cook Up a Cure" is an ALS fundraising cookbook with over 400
recipes from family and friends of Team Brad. All proceeds go to
support the Kentucky ALS Association. The cost is $15 and may be
purchased by contacting DeAnn Barnett at DeAnn@ThorntonMarble.com or the books are available at the Medical Arts Pharmacy.
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Sensory Loss Support Group to meet
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Children's Clothing A Accessories
"Home of All Things Nursery"
209 N. 126 St.• Murray
270-753-7534
nmi
urray.com
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OBITUARIES
Kimberly Ann Wright
Kimberly Ann Wright, 54 of Palmersville, Tennessee, died Monday, June 27, 2016 at Tennova
Health Care Volunteer Martin, Martin, Tennessee.
She was born May 2, 1962 in Boaz,Alabama.
She was of the Methodist faith.
She was preceded in death by her father, William Smith and brother,Tony Smith.
Mrs. Wright is survived by her husband, Randall Wright of Palmersville; her mother,Ida Cain of
Calhoun,Georgia; one daughter, Meagan Mathis of
Murray; one son, Daniel Lawrence and wife LatiWright
sha of Cartersville, Georgia; one sister, Susan Yates
and husband Michael of Rome, Georgia and two grandchildren,
Nico Mathis and Marley Moore, both of Murray.
Memorial services will be at 11 a.m. Friday, July 1, 2016 in the
chapel of the J.H. Churchill Funeral Home. Visitation will be held
from Friday, July 1, 2016 at 10 a.m. until the service time at the
funeral home.
Online condolences may be left at www.thejhchurchillfuneralhome.com.
The J.H. Churchill Funeral Home is in charge of arrangements.
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Official: Airport attackers
from Russia, Central Asia
By DOMINIQUE SOGUEL
SUZAN FRASER
Associated Press

ISTANBUL (AP) - As the
death toll from the Istanbul airport
attack rose Thursday to 44, a senior Turkish official said the three
suicide bombers who carried it out
were from Russia, Uzbekistan and
Kyrgyzstan, and Turkish police
raided Istanbul neighborhoods
for suspects linked to the Islamic
State group.
Turkish authorities say all information suggests the Tuesday
night attack on Ataturk Airport,
one of the world's busiest, was
the work of IS, which boasted this
week of having cells in Turkey,
and
fitness
standards
of
their
From front
preferred gender only after they among other countries.
Carter said he discussed the have legally transitioned to that
Police raided 16 locations in
plans extensively with his mil- identity.
three neighborhoods on both the
itary leaders and that, based
Over the next year, the mil- Asian and European sides of the
on their recommendations, he itary services will develop and city that sprawls across the Bosmade adjustments to the time- distribute training guidelines, porus Strait, rounding up 13 peoline. He said he has been told medical protocols and other ple suspected of having links to
that the services now support guidance to help commanders IS.
the timeline.
There was no immediate claim
deal with any issues or quesAccording to Carter, a study tions about transgender troops.
of responsibility by the militant
by the RAND think tank found
The military policy differs group. which has used Turkey
that there are between 2500 and from civilian gender transitions, to establish itself in neighboring
7,000 transgender service mem- where transgender individuals Syria and Iraq. IS has repeatedly
bers in the active duty military, often dress, live socially and threatened Turkey in its propaand another 1500 to 4,000 in work fulltime in their preferred ganda. and the NATO member
the reserves.
gender during the process. Un- has blamed IS for several major
"Although relatively few in der the new policy, service bombings in the past year in both
number, we're talking about members would only be able to Ankara and Istanbul.
talented and trained Americans do that when off-duty and away
Across Istanbul and beyond.
who are serving their country from their duty station.
funerals were held for the airport
with honor and distinction,"
Last July, Carter said he in- victims Thursday, and heartbrosaid Carter.
tended to rescind the ban, call- ken families sobbed as they bid
Under the new policy, trans- ing it outdated. He has long ar- their loved ones farewell, includgender troops would receive gued that the military must be ing several local airport workers.
Nilsu Ozmeric wept over the
any medically necessary care more inclusive to bring in the
coffin of her fiance, Jusuf Hazincluding surgery. Carter said.
best and brightest.
The new rules give military
At the time, he ordered a nedaroglu, a 32-year-old airport
commanders broad flexibility, six-month study to include ex- worker who was fatally woundnoting that not all transition cas- tensive medical and scientific ed while waiting for a bus to go
es are the same. Commanders research and discussions with home.
"The wedding was next week,"
will have the discretion to make other nations and companies
decisions on a case-by-case ba- with experience in the process. sobbed his mother, Cervinye Hazsis, including on job placement. He extended the study because nedaroglu, as visitors offered condeployments, training delays the military wanted more time. dolences.
A video obtained by the Turkand other accommodations, Officials said he wanted to enbased on the needs of the mil- sure there was no impact on mil- ish newspaper Haberturk purportitary mission and whether the itary readiness, but over time, he ed to show a police officer asking
service members can perform became frustrated with the slow one of the suicide bombers for
identification before he was subtheir duties. ,
progress.
For people coming into the
Rep. Mac Thomberry,R-Tex- sequently shot by the attacker.
military, the plan says that those as, the House Armed Services The video shows the alleged powith gender dysphoria, a history Committee chairman, called the lice officer, in short sleeves, apof medical treatments associated announcement another example proaching a man dressed in black.
with gender transition and those of the administration "priori- The man in black then appears to
who have had reconstruction tizing politics over policy." He shoot the officer, who falls to the
surgery may be disqualified as questioned whether the change ground. The Associated Press was
military recruits unless a med- would affect military readiness not able to independently verify
ical provider certifies that they and said the committee will the location of the video or the sequence of events.
have been clinically stable in the push for answers.
preferred gender for 18 months,
Others praised the move as
lI 1914%1
and are free of significant im- historic. Aaron Belkin, director
transgender of the Palm Center, a research
pairment. And
1001 Whitnell Ave.
troops receiving hormone ther- institute at the University of
Murray, KY 42071-1040
apy must have been stable on California, Los Angeles, said
Phone 270-753-1916
their medications for 18 months. the decision enhances "readFax 270-753-1927
The policy provides guide- iness as well as core values of
Mon.- Fri. 8:00 am.- 5:00 p.m.
lines for transgender service honesty and integrity, an enorClosed Sat. & Sun.
members currently in the mili- mous accomplishment with a
Mike Davis, Publisher
tary. They will be able to use the durable impact on all service
ludas-is@ murray ledger.com
bathrooms, housing, uniforms members."
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Kimberly Ann Wright,54
A memorial service will be at II a.m. Friday, July 1, 2016'tat
the funeral home.
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Governors agree to launch
Interstate 69 bridge project
By BRUCE SCHREINER
Associated Press
HENDERSON, Ky. (AP) The governors of Kentucky and
Indiana signed an agreement on
Thursday to begin preliminary
work to build an Ohio River bridge
along Interstate 69. expanding
their states' infrastructure partnership.
Kentucky Gov. Matt Bevin and
Indiana Gov. Mike Pence said their
states will split the approximately
$17 million price tag for preliminary design work and an environmental review for the proposed
crossing in the Evansville,Indiana.
and Henderson. Kentucky, area.
The Republican governors
signed the memorandum of agreement at an event outside Ellis Park
racetrack at Henderson.
State and local leaders on both
sides of the Ohio River applauded
the agreement, though key factors
such as the total project cost and
how to pay for it will be determined later.
Likewise, a timetable for construction and a route to connect the
bridge to existing sections of 1-69
will come later, officials said.
Both states have expanded their
sections of 1-69 in southwestern
Indiana and western Kentucky, but
a span over the Ohio River to bring
to close the gap has been lacking.
"This is an idea whose time has
come," Pence said. "Now that we
can see light at the end of the tunnet for completing 1-69 to Indianapolis,this is the next logical step
for the state of Indiana."
It will be "some years before
this really starts to take form."

Bevin said, but the agreetient
means the bridge project will move
forward.
"We won't look back," he said.
"This is an extraordinary opportunity."
Local officials from both sides
of the river said a bridge conriecting 1-69 would boost the region's
economy.
The governors did not offer a
cost estimate for the span. One advocacy coalition estimates a fourlane bridge would cost about $850
million.
Previously. Kentucky and Indiana formed an alliance for a $2.3
billion project to build two pew
Ohio River bridges connecting the
states in the Louisville, Kentucky,
area. The new Abraham Lincoln
Bridge connecting Louisville .and
Jeffersonville. Indiana, opened for
traffic late last year. A new Past
End bridge between Utica, tridiana. and Prospect. Kentucky, is
scheduled to be completed later
this year.
The Louisville-area project also
includes improvements to the John
F. Kennedy Bridge and reconstructed interchanges in Louisville.
Under the new agreement. Indiana will take the lead in the preliminary design and environmental review for the proposed 1-69
bridge. though Pence called tit a
"full partnership" with Kentucky.
Pence said that preliminary work
could take two to three years to
complete, but said officials would
be "driving hard to accelerate' the
timetable.
Bevin, who was elected last
year, said efforts will be split 5050.•
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A Turkish senior official, who
spoke on condition of anonymity
because government regulations
did not authorize him to talk to
the media,said the attackers were
from Russia and the Central Asian
nations of Uzbekistan and Kyrgyzstan.
A medical team was working
around the clock to identify the
suicide attackers, the official said.
noting their bodies had suffered
extensive damage.
Kyrgyzstan's Foreign Ministry
denied that an attacker came from
that country. Asked about the possible involvement of a Russian in
the attacks, Kremlin spokesman
Dmitry Peskov said he had no information on that and there was no
comment either from Uzbekistan.
Russian President Vladimir
Putin has said between 5.000 and
7.000 people from Russia and
other nations of the former Soviet Union have joined the Islamic State group in Syria and Iraq.
People from Chechnya and other provinces in Russia's volatile
North Caucasus region have had
a visible presence among Islamic
State fighters.
Turkish state media said the
death toll in the attack rose to 44
after a 25-year-old airport worker
succumbed to his wounds. Interior
Minister Efkan Ala said the dead
included 19 foreigners. Officials
said 94 of the over 230 people reported wounded in the attack were
still hospitalized.
Two memorial services for victims were held at the airport, one
of them honoring taxi drivers slain
in the attack. Five funerals were
held elsewhere, including for four
members of the Amiri family.
Abdulmumin Amin escaped
death because he went to look for
a taxi while his relatives watched
their luggage. "At that time, the
bomb went off." he told The Associated Press. "I was about four or
five meters (13 to 16 feet) away."
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For more information on how to become a supporting sponsor of this informative worship directory,
please contact Wally at wallyeburchettmedia.corn to acquire more details.
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Seventh-clay Adventist
1408 Sycamore
Saturday Worship 9:30 a.m.
Saturday Sabbath School 10:30 a.m
Church
HoP•
2771 State Route 94 East
Sunday Worship 10:30 a.m. & 6.00 p.m
Bethany Baptiset traT
274 Artesian Drive • New Concord
Sunday School 10:00 a.m.
Sunday Worship 1100 am. & 600 p.m.
Blood River Baptist Church
Dunbar Road (Hwy. 444)• New Concord
Sunday Worship 11:00 a.m. & 6:00 p.m

liellbstlaipsuisstkp*Shopinallill
Voted Favorite Auto 12sper14 *en n a Row!

Cherry Corner Baptist Church
850 Cherry Corner Road
Sunday School 1000 a.m
Sunday Worship 11 .00 a.m & 6.00 p m
Coldwater Baptist Church
8400 State Route 121 • Farmington
Sunday School 1000 a.m
Sunday Worship 11700 a.m & 6 00 p m

Open Mon.-Fri. 7:30-5
:619
S 4th St.• Murray
to .

4m,...zia 270-753-6831
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Dexter Baptist Church
97 West Drive • Dexter
Sunday School 1000 am.
Sunday Worship 11:00 a.m. & 6.00 p m
Eastwood Baptist Church
2191 State Route 94 East
Sunday School 10:00 a.m.
Sunday Worship 1100 a.m. & 6:00 p.m.
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Revelation 21:4

NorthsIde Baptist Church
889 Radio Road • Alma
Sunday Worship 10 00 a m & 6 00 p 71
Old Salem Road Missionary Baptist
2447 Old Salem Road
Sunday School 10 00 a.m
Sunday Worship 11:00 a.m
Owens Chapel Baptist Church
6504 Airport Road • Kirksey
Sunday School 1000 a.m.
Sunday Worship 1100 a.m. & 600 p.m
Poplar Spring Baptist Church
749 Poplar Spring Drive
Sunday School 10:00 a.m.
Sunday Worship 845 a.m. & 6.00 p.m.
Salem Baptist Church
1034 Browns Grove Road • Lynn Grove
Sunday School 9:30 a.m.
Sunday Worship 1030 a.m. & 600 p.m.
Scotts Grove Baptist Church
2317 Hwy. 641
Sunday School 10.00 a.m.
Sunday Worship 11:00 a.m. & 6:00 p.m.
Sinking Spring Baptist Church
4185 Wiswell Road West
Sunday School 10:00 a.m.
Sunday Worship 11:00 a.m. & 600 p.m.
Spring Creek Baptist Church
995 Spring Road • Alma
Sunday School 9:00 a.m.
Sunday Worship 10:00 a.m. & 630 p.m.
St. John Missionary Baptist
122 Spruce Street
Sunday School 9:30 a.m.
Sunday Worship 11:00 a.m.

El Manantial Baptist
1222 State Route 121 North
Sunday School 10:00 a.m.
Sunday Worship 11:00 a.m & 6:00 p.m.
Wednesday Worship 6:00 p.m.
All services are in Spanish.

Sugar Creek Baptist Church
1888 Faxon Road
Sunday School 1000 a.m.
Sunday Worship 11 00 a.m & 6.00 p.m

Elm Grove Baptist Church
6483 State Route 94 East
Sunday School 900 a.m.
Sunday Worship 10:00 a.m. & 600 p.m.

The Spring Baptist Church
1051D North 16th St.
Sunday School 9:00 a.m
Sunday Worship 10 15 a.m & 6.00 p.m.

Emmanuel Missionary Baptist
1614 State Route 121 North
Sunday School 10.00 a.m.
Sunday Worship 11 :00 a.m. & 8:00 p.m.

Victory Baptist Church
1483 Bazzell Cemetery Road
Sunday School 1000 am.
Sunday Worship 11:00 a.m. & 6.00 p.m.

Faith Missionary Baptist
Highway 641 to Brandon Road • Hazel
Sunday School 1000 a.m.
Sunday Worship 11 .00 a.m & 6:30 p.m.

West Fork Baptist Church
5179 Hwy. 121 North
Sunday Worship WOO a.m & 600 p.m.

First Baptist Church
203 South 4th Street
Sunday School 9.45 a.m
Sunday Worship 830 a.m , 11 00 a.m
& 5 30 p in
Flint Baptist Church
1350 Flint Road
Sunday School 10 00 a m
Sunday Worship 11 00 a m & 6 45 p rn
Greater Hope Missionary Baptist
711 River Road
Sunday School 11.15 a.m
Wednesday Youth & Adult Bit* Study 630 pm.
Grace Baptist Church
617 South 9th Street
Sunday School 9:30 am.
Sunday Worship 10:45 am. & 6:00 p.m.
Hardin Baptist Church
6867 US Hwy. 641 North • Hardin
Sunday School 7700 a.m., 915 a.m.
& 10:30 a.m.
Sunday Worship 7:50 a.m., 915 a.m.,
10:40 am. & 6:00 p.m.
Hazel Baptist Church
301 Gilbert Street • Hazel
Sunday School 930 a.m
Sunday Worship 10:30 a m & 6.00 p m
Kirksey Baptist Church
283 Backusburg Road • Kirksey
Sunday Worship 1100 a m & 6 30 p m
Ledbetter Missionary Baptist
125 Ledbetter Road
Sunday School 10.00 a.m
Sunday Worship 11 .00 m & 6 00 p m

Westside Baptist Church
207 Robertson Road South
Sunday School 9:30 am.
Sunday Worship 1030 a.m. & 6.00 p.m.
WM=
St. Leo Catholic Church
401 North 12th Street
Saturday Mass 400 p.m. (English)
Saturday Mass 5:30 p m.(Spanish)
Sunday Mass 8:00 a.m. & 1100 a.m.

CHMITIAN

First Christian Church
111 North 5th Street
Sunday School 900 a.m.
Sunday Worship 10:15 a.m.

Murray Christian Fellowship Campus Ministry to Students of MSU
1508 Chestnut Street
Sunday & Wednesday Worship 7:00 p m.

DIRISTUNICIMICILIIIV/C1

Kirksey Church of Christ
3923 Kirksey Road • Kirksey
Sunday School 10:00 a.m.
Sunday Worship 1050 a.m. & 700 p.m.

First United Methodist
503 Maple Street
Sunday School 950 a.m.
Sunday Wcwhip 845 a.m. & 11:00 a.m

Mt. Olive Church of Christ
586 Parker Road • Kirksey
Sunday School 10:00 a.m.
Sunday Worship 1100 a.m. & 600 p.m.

Good Shepherd United Methodist
84 Cherry Corner Road
Sunday School 1000 a.m.
Sunday Worship 11:00 a.m.

New Concord Church Of Christ
121 Artesian Drive • New Concord
Sunday Bible Classes 9:00 am.
Sunday Worship 950 a.m. & 6:00 p.m.

Goshen United Methodist
4726 State Route 121 North
Sunday School 10:00 a.m.
Sunday Worship 9:00 a.m

New Providence Church of Christ
60 Chnstian Lane • Hazel
Sunday Bible Study 9:00 a.m.
Sunday Worship 10:00 a.m. & 5700 p.m.

Hazel United Methodist
505 Main Street • Hazel
Sunday Worship 9.45 a.m.

Pleasant Valley Church of Christ
51 Oakcres1 Drive
Sunday Worship 10:45 .in & 6:00 pm.

Independence United Methodist
1118 Independence Road • Dexter
Sunday School 1000 a.m.
Sunday Worship 11:00 am.

Union Grove Church of Christ
2081 Poor Farm Road
Sunday Bible Class 1000 a.m.
Sunday Worship 1050 a.m. & 600 p.m.

Kirk's/ United Methodist
3691 Kirksey Road • Kirksey
Sunday School 1000 a.m.
Sunday Worship 11:00 a.m.

University Church of Christ
801 North 121T1 Street
Sunday Bible Classes 900 a.m.
Sunday Worship 1000 a.m. & 5:00 p.m.

Lynn Grove United Methodist
37 Browns Grove Road
Sunday School 9:00 a.m.
Sunday Worship 9:30 a.m.

West Murray Church of Christ
Corner of Doran Road & Holiday Rd
Sunday Worship 1050 a.m & 6:00 p.m.

Marlin's Chapel United Methodist
1619 Martin Chapel Road
Sunday School 1015 a.m.
Sunday Worship 9:00 a.m.

Williams Chapel Church of Christ
7793 State Route 94 West
Sunday Worship 10-00 a. m & 6.00 p m.
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602 South 16th Street
Sacrament Meeting 10 00 a m
Sunday School 11 10 a m
St. John's
'
Eptscop
ilinf
l hutch
a
1620 West Main Street
Sunday School 9:00 a.m
Sunday Worship 10:30 am.
Christian Commen
iWingir
iurch
a
1201 South 18th Street
Children's Sunday School 11:00 a.m.
Sunday Worship 1030 a.m.
Church of the Living God
502 North LP Miller Street
Sunday School 10:00 a.m.
Sunday Worship 11:30 a.m.
Harmony Mennonite Church
83 Honeybee Lane
Sunday School 10:00 a.m
Sunday Worship 600 p.m
Harvest Land City Gate
1714 Plainview Drive
Wednesday Worship 6.30 pm.
Saturday Worship 6.00 p.m.
Higher Praise Worship Center
5623 Hwy. 641 North
Sunday Praise/Worship 1030 a.m. & 600 p.m.
The Journey Church
MSU Curds Center
Chestnut Street
Sunday Worship 9:00 a m & 10:30 am
Murray Family Church
411 Maple Street
Sunday School 9.00 a in
Sunday Worship 1000 a.m

Christian Science Society
1634 Main Street
Sunday School 10 30 a m
Sunday Worship 10 30 a m

New Life Christer Center
Corner of 3rd & Maple
Sunday Worship 1030 a.m.

02811CLOMMIT
Aimo Church of Christ
955 Old Alma Road • Alm
Sunday Bible Class 900 a.m.
Sunday Worship 950 a.m. & 5:00 p.m.

Jehovah's Witnesses
1052 State Route 121 North
Public Talk 930 am.
Watchtower Study 10:30 a.m.

Coldwater Church of Christ
8467 State Route 121 North
Sunday School 9:30 a.m.
Sunday Worship 10:15 am. & 1:00 p.m.

Life Community Church
North 4th & CC Lowry(WOW Building)
Sunday Experiences 1010 a in

Dexter Church of Christ
157 Walnut Street South • Dexter
Sunday School 930 a.m.
Sunday Worship 1030 a.m. & 6.00 p m

Locust Grove Baptist Church
1871 Locust Grove Road
Sunday School 10:00 am.
Sunday Worship 1100 am. & 600 p m

Friendship Church of Christ
50 Kirk Ridge Road
Sunday Bible Study 10:00 a.m.
Sunday Worship 11:00 a m. & 5.00 p.m.

Memorial Baptist Church
906 Main Street
Sunday School 9 40 a in
Sunday Worship 10 50 a.m & 6 00 p m

88103911:19111NISS

Immanuel Lutheran Church
100 South 15th
Bible Study 900 a.m.
Sunday Worship 10 30 a m
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Masons Chapel United Methodist
5084 Old Murray-Pans Road • Hazel
Sunday Suliuul 10:00 am.
Sunday Worship 11:00 a.m.

seGIINDALE

Palestine United Methodist
2356 Palestine Church Road • Dexter
Sunday School 9:45 a.m.
Sunday Worship 1045 a.m. & 6:00 p.m.

IIIP

Russet Chapel United Methodist
229 Rowlett Trail
Sunday School 11:00 a.m.
Sunday Worship 930 am.
South Pleasant Grove United Methodist
5671 Crossland Road
Sunday School 9:45 am.
Sunday Worship 1045 a.m.
Temple Hill United Methodist
3878 Almo-Shiloh Road • Dexter
Sunday School 900 am.
Sunday Worship 10.00 am
Waymen Chapel
407 Barnett Street • Hazel
Sunday School 1000 a.m.
Sunday Worship 11:00 a.m.
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Bethel Fellowship
9950 State Route 94 East
Sunday School 1000 a.m.
Sunday Worship 11 .00 a.m. & 600 p.m.
Dexter Pentecostal Church
505 Church Street • Dexter
Sunday School 1000 a.m.
Sunday Worship 11:00 am & 6.00 p.m.
Faith Tabernacle Church
525 Peeler Road • Dexter
Sunday School 10:00 a.m.
Sunday Worship 11:00 a.m & 8:30 pm
life Tabernacle
407 Bethel Road
Sunday School 1:00 p.m.
Sunday Worship 2:00 p.m.
Murray First United Pentecostal
1945 State Route 121 North
Morning Worship 11:00 a.m.
Wednesday 7:30 p.m.
New Concord United Pantecoste
186 Dunbar Road • New Concord
Sunday Worship 10:00 a.m. & 603 p in
New Jenny Ridge Pentwoetal Church
2604 Highland Road
Sunday Worship 10.30 a.m & 6:00 p.m.

PINTIKOLTALT.811801_0fAIOD
Calvary Tempi*
2645 Hwy. 641 South
Sunday School 9:45 am.
Sunday Worship 10:45 a.m. & 6:00 p.m

Bethel United Methodist
1267 Bethel Road
Sunday School 10:30 am.
Sunday Worship 9:30 a.m. &
2ncV4th Sunday at 6:00 p.m.

Trinity Christian Center
601 North 18th Street
Sunday School 9150 am.
Sunday Worship 10:50 a.m. & GM p.m

Glendale Road Church of Christ
1101 Glendale Road
Sunday School 1000 a.m.
Sunday Worship 900 a in & 6.00 p m

Brooks Chapel United Methodist
4211 Brooks Chapel Road • Dexter
Sunday School 10:00 a.m
Sunday Worship 11:00 a.m &
IsV3rd Sunday at 600 p.m.

First Presbyterian
1601 Main Street
Sunday School 9:30 am.
Sunday Worship 10:45 &m.

Mt. Horeb Freewill Baptist
200 Walnut Street
Sunday School 9.30 a.m
Sunday Worship 11 -00 am

Green Plain Church of Christ
3990 Murray-Peuis Road • Hazel
Sunday Bible Study 10.00 a.m
Sunday Worship 10 45 am & 6 00 p m

Coldwater United Methodist
8317 State Route 121 North
Sunday School 10:00 a.m.
Sunday Worship 1100 &m. & 6:00 p.m.

Liberty Cumberland Presbyterian
150 Liberty Church Road
Sunday School 10:00 a.m.
Sunday Worship 1100 a.m.

Now Mt Cannel Baptist Church
91 Cypress Trail • New Concord
Sunday School 1000 am
Sunday Worship 11 -00 a.m &800 pin

Hazel Church of Christ
301 Center Street • Hazel
Sunday Bible Study 9:00 am
Sunday Worship 910 &m. & 6700 p.m.

Coles Campground United Methodist
1449 Coles Campground Road
Sunday School 9 50 a m
Sunday Worship 850 a m

New Providence Baptist Church
90 Providence Lane • Hazel
Sunday School 1000 am
Sunday Worship 1100 ei m & 6.00 p m

Hickory Grove Church of Christ
976 Jackson Road • Almo
Sunday Bible Class 900 a.m.
Sunday Worship 10.00 a.m. & 600 p.m

Dexter-Hardln United Methodist
Stet Radio Road
Sunday School 10:00 a.m
Sunday Worship 1100 a.m

North Pleasant Grow
Cumberland Presbyterian
2129 Graham Road
Sunday School 1000 a.m.
Sunday Worship 1100 a.m.

PREIrailiAN

Unity Cumberland Presbyterian
1929 East Unity Church Road • Hardin
Sunday School 10:00 a.m.
Sunday Worship 1100 a.m. & 8:30 p.m.
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'The LORD is my shepherd,
I lack nothing. 2He makes
me lie down in green
pastures, he leads me beside
quiet waters,'he refreshes
my souL He guides me along
the right pathsfor his name's
sake.'Even though I walk
through the darkest valley, 1
willfear no eveil,for you are
with me; your rod and your
staff they comfort me. sYou
prepare a table bore me in
the presence ofmy enemies.
You anoint my head with
011; my cup overiows.'Surely
your goodness and love will
bllow me all the days of my
life, and I will dwell in the
house ofthe LORDforever.
- Psalm 23
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Question: What is the Christian's respon- has an opportunity to influence
peace in our world through the peosibility to his country? Since our government ple elected to
govern. However, we should always remember what
seems to now exclude anything to do with re- Daniel said
to the ancient king of Babylon: "The decision is anligion, why should we continue to care about nounced by messengers,
the holy ones declare the verdict, so that
our government?
the living may know that the Most High is sovereign over all kingAnswer: Jesus taught that his followers doms on earth and gives them to anyone he wishes
and sets over
should use every opportunity to influence soci- them the lowliest of people"
(Dan. 4:17 NIV). Followers of Jesus
ety in a righteous and positive manner. In the Christ should use only
peaceful and godly means in whatever they
Sermon on the Mount Jesus said, "Blessed are do. They should never think they have a
responsibility to force even
What Would the peacemakers,for they will be called the sons righteousness upon anyone by military force, laws, elected officials
of God." Jesus also used salt and light as met- or any other means.The
ultimate power and decisions about governJesus Do?
aphors to teach the importance of a Christian's ment lie in the hands of God. In his wisdom,
sometimes he even uses
by Richard
influence in the world. He said,"You are the salt wicked men to accomplish his greater and good
purposes for our
Youngblood, of the earth. But if the salt loses its
saltiness, world. Only the kingdom of God will last forever,and in the end his
how can it be made salty again? It is no longer kingdom will crush all other kingdoms(Dan. 2:44;
University
6:26).
good for anything, except to be thrown out and
Church ofChrist
Although they often faced the threat of persecution from the idoltrampled by men. You are the light of the world. atrous, pagan governments of the first century, the early Christians
A city on a hill cannot be hidden. Neither do continued to maintain respect for their rulers because
it was God's
people light a lamp and put it under a bowl. Instead they put it on its will. Thus the New Testament
suggests the following five principles:
stand,and it gives light to everyone LI the house. In the same way,let (1) God has authorized civil government.
"Everyone must submit
your light shine before men,that they may see your good deeds and himself to governing authorities,for there is
no authority except that
praise your Father in heaven"(Matthew 5:13-16 NIV).
which God has established"(Rom. 13:1). (2) To disobey the laws
In this most powerful of nations, even the humblest of Christians of the land is to disobey God. "Remind the
people to be subject to

Various churches have released information concerning their worship services for the coming weekend as follows:
First Baptist: There will only be one service at 11 a.m. Keith Inman, pastor, will speak on "The Power of Encouragement." Sunday
school is at 9:45 a.m.
First Presbyterian: The Rev. Dr. Renee A. Meyer will speak at
the 10 a.m. worship service on "The Cheap Cure," with scripture
from 2 Kings 5. Sunday School will not meet during the summer
months.
First United Methodist: Dr. Rick C. Dye will speak at the 8:45
a.m. and 11 a.m. worship services on "Packing Light," with scripture from Luke 10:1-11.16-20.
Friendship Church of Christ: Larry Evans will speak at the 11
a.m. worship service on Obadiah. Charles Taylor will speak at the
5 p.m. worship service on "God's Patience," with scripture from 2
Peter 3.
Glendale Road Church of Christ: Steven Hunter will speak at
the 9 a.m. worship service on "The First Church Squabble," with
scripture from Acts 6:1-8. There will be a singing night at the 6 p.m.
service with Raymond Grady speaking on Hebrews 13:15.
Goshen United Methodist: Rev. David Allbritten will speak at
the 9 a.m. worship service. Sunday night Bible study and youth activities for Goshen and Kirksey United Methodist will meet at Goshen at 6 p.m.
Grace Baptist: Kim Reeder, pastor, will speak at the 10:45 a.m.
worship service. There will be no evening service.
Hazel Church of Christ: Mackie Gallimore will speak at the
9:50 a.m. worship service on "Christian Contentment," with scripture from 1 Timothy 6:6-12. Gallimore will speak at the 6 p.m. service on "The Vain Hope ç'the Wicked," with scripture from Amos
5:16-20.
Hazel United Methodist: Lisa Chrisman, charge lay delegate to
the annual conference, will share about this year's conference at the
9:45 a.m. service. Music will be provided by Kenneth McClarty and
Cynthia Russell. April Arnold is the pastor.
Mason's Chapel United Methodist: Lisa Chrisman, charge lay
delegate to the annual conference, will share about this year's conference at the II a.m. service. Music will be by the Choir of Mason's
Chapel. April Arnold is pastor.
Scotts Grove Baptist: Terry Josleyn, pastor, will speak at the 11
a.m. and 6 p.m. worship services. The Praise and Worship Team will
present special music.
South Pleasant Grove United Methodist: Rev. Robert Baker
will speak at the 10:45 a.m. worship service. Special patriotic music
will be presented with Cindy Dunn as pianist. Sunday school is at
9:45 a.m. Youth, ages 5-18, meet Wednesdays from 5:30-7 p.m.
Westside Baptist: Pastor Matt Ellis will speak at the 10:30 a.m.
worship service on "The Wonderful Spirit - Filled Life," with scripture from Galatians 5:16-26. Special music, "Glorious Day," will
be presented by Mike Crook and the WBC Praise Band. Sunday
evening is Family Life Sunday. There will be no service.
Life Community: Life Community meets at the Woodmen of the
World building, C.C. Lowry Drive at 10:30 a.m. Chuck Houston,
pastor, will continue the series "Little by Little," froml Kings 17.
Amber Walker will lead the worship band. The student ministry,
Switch, is on Wednesdays at 6:30 p.m. For more information, visit
www.LifeCC.Me.
New Mt.Carmel Baptist: Pastor Jack Henshaw will speak at ttie
II a.m. and 6 p.m. worship services. Sunday School is at 10 a.m.
The church is located on KY 121 South.
Memorial Baptist: Martin Sevems, pastor, will at the 8:30 a.m.,
10:50 a.m. and 6 p.m. worship services. Sunday school is at 9:40
a.m.
Dexter Baptist: David Little, pastor, will speak at both the 11
a.m. and 6 p.m. worship services. Sunday School will be at 10 a.m.
Spirit of Christ: Kevin Trebing, pastor, will speak at the 11 a.m.
and 6 p.m. worship services. Sunday School will be at 9:45 a.m. For

more information,call 270-761-4815.
Higher Praise Worship Center: The pastor is E.F. Cleve. Morning worship is at 10:30 a.m. and evening worship is at 6 p.m.
Williams Chapel Church of Christ: Sunday morning worship
service is at 10 a.m. Sunday Bible study is at 9 a.m. The church is
located west of Murray in the Lynn Grove community, 7793 Kentucky 94W.
Good Shepherd United Methodist: Rev. Tim Escue, pastor, will
speak at the 11 a.m. worship service. Adult Sunday School is at 10
Bethel United Methodist: Rev. Sam Chambers will speak at the
9:30 a.m. worship service. Sunday School is at 10:30 a.m.
Brooks Chapel United Methodist: Rev. Sam Chambers will
speak at the 11 a.m. worship service. Sunday School is at 10 a.m.
Old Salem Road Missionary Baptist: Sunday worship service is
at 11 a.m. Sunday School is at 10 a.m.,Sunday evening worship is at
6 p.m. and Wednesday night services are at 6:30 p.m.
Russell Chapel United Methodist: Ronnie Burkeen is the pastor. Worship service is at 9:30 a.m. and Sunday School at 11 a.m.
Wednesday night Bible Study is at 7 p.m. For more information or a
ride, call 270-293-2517,270-227-1566 or 270-436-5737.
West Fork Baptist: Rev. Randy Kuykendall, Pastor, will speak
at the 11 a.m. worship service. Sunday School will be at 10 a.m.
Wednesday prayer service is at 7 p.m. Kenneth Greer is Minister of
Music. The church is located on Kentucky 121 North, Stella.
Calvary Temple Pentecostal: Pastor Darrell Young will speak
at the 10:45 a.m. worship service and Sunday School starts at 9:45
a.m. Sunday evening worship begins at 6 p.m. Bible study and youth
services meet Wednesdays at 7 p.m. Calvary Temple is located on
U.S.641 South of Muctv.
University Church of Christ: Charley Bazzell will speak at the
10 a.m. service. Sunday School will be at 9 a.m.
Elm Grove Baptist: Pastor Brad Burns will speak at the 10 a.m.
worship service. Sunday school begins at 9 a.m. and Sunday evening worship is at 6 p.m. Wednesday service includes a meal for all
children through 12th grade from 5:45-6:30 p.m. Classes begin at
6:30 p.m..
Jesus is 4 Ever Community: Jesus is 4 Ever Community Church
is located at 10945 U.S. Hwy.641,Puryear,Tennessee. Worship services are at 11 a.m. and 6:30 p.m.
Salem Baptist: Worship service will be at 10:30 a.m. Sunday
School is at 9:30 a.m. The church is located at 1034 Browns Grove
Road. Lucas Nance is the pastor.
Greater Hope Baptist: Rev. Timothy L. Davis 11 is the pastor.
The worship service is at 11 a.m. and Sunday school is at 9:30 a.m.
The church is located at 711 River Road,South Fourth Street.
First Christian (Disciples): Rev. Dr. Ruth Ragovin will speak at
the 10:15 a.m. worship service.
Hazel Baptist: Rev. Wayne Carter, pastor, will speak at the 10:30
a.m. and 6 p.m. worship services. Pastor Carter will present a children's sermon, also, during morning worship. Sunday School is at
9:30 a.m.
Kirksey United Methodist: David Allbritten, pastor, will speak
at the 11 a.m. worship service. Sunday School will be at 10 a.m.
Their website is www.kirkseyumc.org. For more information, call
270-489-2910.
The Journey: Worship service is at 9 a.m. and 10:30 a.m. at the
Murray State University Curris Center. For more information, visit
www.JourneyCalloway.com.
Palestine United Methodist: Robert McKinney, pastor, will
speak at the 10:45 a.m. and 6 p.m. worship services. Sunday School
will be at 9:45 a.m. For a ride to church,call Jimmy Burkeen at 270227-6373.
Poplar Spring Baptist: Rob !son, pastor, will speak at the 8:45
a.m. and 6 p.m. services. Sunday School is at 10 a.m. The church is
located at 749 Poplar Springs Drive.
Lynn Grove United Methodist: Sunday School will be at 9 a.m.

rulers and authorities, to be obedient" (Titus 3:1). "Submit yo
selves for the Lord's sake to every authority instituted among m
. .. For this is God's will"(I Peter 3:13-15). If rulers give laws
are in conflict with the law of God,"We must obey God rather than.
men"(Acts 5:29).(3)Christians must pay taxes. Jesus said,"Rend
to Caesar what is Caesar's and to God what is God's"(Matt. 22:21).
Paul explained,"This is also why you pay taxes,for the authorities
are God's servants, who give their full time to governing"(Ro v.
13:6).(4)God has authorized the government's use of force to pu
ish evil. "For rulers hold no terror for those who do right, but f
those who do wrong.... But if you do wrong,be afraid,for he doe
not bear the sword for nothing"(Rom. 13:3-4). But a few verses eatiii,
her, Christians are told: "Do not take revenge, my dear friends,
leave room for God's wrath, for it is written: 'It is mine to aveng
1 will repay,' says the Lord"(Romans 12:19).(5) We must seek t
highest good of our country through prayer and godly living."I urg
then, first of all, that requests, prayers, intercessions and thanksgi
ing be made for everyone — for kings and for all those in authorityp_,
that we may live peaceful and quiet lives in all godliness and holig:,1
ness"(I Tim. 2:1-2).(All biblical quotes are from the NIV).
(Send questions or comments to University Church of Chris ..b
801 N.12th, Murray,KY 42071 or phone 270-753-1881. This arti.
ck is reproduced on the web: universitychurchmurray.com)

Worship service, lead by Rev. Samantha Hall, will be at 9:30 a.m.
The church is located just off Kentucky 94 W. in the Lynn Grove
community at 37 Browns Grove Road.
St. Leo Parish: Vigil Mass will be at 4 p.m. Saturday. A Spanish
Mass will be at 5:30 p.m. Saturday. Sunday Masses will begin at 8
:On -a.m. and 11 a.m.
Bethany Baptist: Sunday School will be at 10 a.m. Pastor Greg - Wells will lead morning worship at 11 a.m. The church is located at
274 Artesian Dr., New Concord.
St. John's Episcopal: Sunday Eucharist is at 10:30 a.m. Sunday
School will not meet during the summer.
Northside Baptist: Pastor Brett Miles will speak at the 10 a.m.
and 6 p.m. worship services. Sunday School will be at 9 a.m.
Locust Grove Baptist: Ryker Wilson will speak at 11 a.m. service.
Sinking Springs Baptist: Charles Miles will speak at the II a.m.
and 6 p.m. worship services. Sunday School is at 10 a.m.
Eastwood Baptist: Worship services are at II a.m. and 6 p.m. on Sunday and at 7 p.m. on Wednesday. Sunday School will be at 10.
a.m. The church is at 2191 Kentucky 94 E., Murray.
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If you are a NEWCOMER to
Murray/Calloway County
Call SYLVIA SANERT
AT (270) 227-5456
or (270) 759-9216

2 COMMUNITY GREETING SERVICE
FOR A SPECIAL WELCOME
We want to bring you gifts from maHy of our businesses and
professional people. Its their way of 'saying,"We are glad you
hayed moved to Murray-Calloway County."
We have been welcoming NEWCOMERS
since 1946 almost 70 years!

Grace Baptist Church
617South 9th Street Murray KY

Sunday,July 3,2016
(No sundaycchool)

WORSIIIP SERVICT
10:45 a.m.
Bro.Kim Reeder - Pastel:,

12:00 p.m:
Adfr=•
In the Family life Center

,EVERYONE WELCOME —
iriformation call:270-753-75
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Gospel meeting to be
at Williams Chapel
There will be a gospel meeting at Williams
Chapel Church of Christ beginning Sunday, July
10 - Thursday, July 14. Sunday the services are
at 10 a.m. and 7:30 p.m.; Monday - Thursday services are at 7 p.m. with B J. Clarke as the speaker.
The church is located 7.5 miles west of Murray in
the Lynn Grove community at 7793 KY 94 W.The
public is invited to attend.

Scott's Grove Baptist to hold
fellowship Monday
Scott's Grove Baptist Church will hold a fellowship on Monday,July 4 at 7:30 p.m. Hot dogs
will be served. Bring your lawn chair and watch
the fireworks On The Hill. The public is invited
to attend.

APARTMENTS
FOR RENT
270.753.9999• www.sbgproperty.com

8A • Friday,July 1,2016
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Summitt's
Impact
reached
Murray
State

Coastal Carolina outlasts Arizona for title

he impact of Hall of
Fame coach Pat SUMMitt,
a pioneer of women's
basketball, stretched at least 296
miles from Knoxville,Tenn., to
Murray.
Summit.the winningest
coach in
NCAA
Division
I history,
died at 64
on Tuesday
after battling
early onset
dementia,
Alzheimer's
type. The
Speaking legendary
Tennessee
of Sports coach was
a mentor to
Jett Arenz,
former MurSports Editor
ray State
head coach
Jody Adams-Birch and current
Racers head coach Rob Cross.
Adams-Birch, who led Murray State in 2007-2008 to a 24-8
record, an Ohio Valley Conference Tournament championship
and an NCAA Tournament
appearance in her only season
guiding the Racers, has been the
head coach at Wichita State the
last nine seasons. She was the
starting point guard on the Lady
Vols 1991 national championship team and, with Summitt,
won Southeastern Conference
regular season titles in 1990 and
1993 and an SEC Tournament
championship in 1992.
"Thank you,Pat,for trusting
a little 5-foot-4 kid from Cleveland, Tenn., to be a part of the
Lady Vol family," Adams-Birch
said in a statement posted on
Wichita State's athletic website,
www.goshockers.com."We
know we are a chosen few. Your
legacy will continue to live
through all of us!"
: In 38 years coaching at
ettnnessee, SLIMMin won 1,098
games, 16 SEC regular season
cliampionships, 16 SEC TourMunent titles and eight national
diampionships. Summit was the
SEC Coach of the Year eight
nines, the NCAA Coach of the
Year seven times, the Naismith
coach of the 20th Century and
earned the Presidential Medal of
freedom in 2012.
: Adams-Birch described
Summitt as her coach, her men(ii- and her friend.
"My condolences go out to
tie entire Summitt family and
Itave a never-ending appre/ation for the support of your
ughter, sister, wife and mothin her career," Adams-Birch
*id."We all know how much
Ittra time and energy she gave
. as players,coaches and
ers throughout the world.
,being a former player and
3w as a coach, I want to say
tank you for allowing us to be
Jr extension of your family and
sbaring that precious time and
energy of Pat with us. There's
PO doubt she rubbed off on us!"
:Cross said Summitt picked
if. a strong work ethic from an
terly age.
- "I was told a story about how
Pat grew up on a dairy farm
iid, when she was a little girl,
r dad told her,'The cows
n't stop working,so you
n't stop working.'That is way
e coached her team," Cross
said."She worked very hard
lit other Ways off the court,as
gel!. I can't say enough good
ings about her."
..
)Cross said he first met Sumtin while on recruiting trail.
• "The first time that I got to
;low her, I had just started as
assistant coach and I was on
road recruiting during the
pruner," Cross said."We were
tching the same team play
we were there for three conutive games. Her son,Tyler,
iras young at that time and he
. as there with a plastic bow-anpw. After he shot me
' his arrow,Pat came over to
tth
and apologized."
_. Cross witnessed many times
then children asked Summits

T
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The Associated Press
OMAHA, Neb. — Coastal
Carolina coach Gary Gilmore
often said he just wanted his
team to reach the College World
Series. Until this week, he never
imagined the Chanticleers would
do so much more.
They're heading back to Conway, South Carolina, with the
school's first national championship in any sport.
Coastal Carolina capitalized
on two errors on the same play
for four unearned runs in the
sixth inning,and the Chanticleers
defeated Arizona 4-3 in the deciding Game 3 of the College
World Series finals on Thursday.
Coastal Carolina (55-18) be-

came the first team since Minne- The senior class, the hard work
sota in 1956 to win the title in its in the fall, the dedication of the
first CWS appearance. Arizona guys who don't play much. It
(49-24) was trying for its second doesn't go unnoticed. It was a
full team effort the whole Colnational title since 2012.
"We're not the most talented lege World Series, and we got it
team in America. We're just the done."
Alex Cunningham earned
national champion," Gilmore
his first save, striking out Ryan
said. "That's all that matters."
Andrew Beckwith (15-1), the Haug with a full-count fastball to
national leader in wins, went 5 end the game after Arizona had
2/3 innings after pitching two pulled within a one in the bottom
complete games and picked up of the ninth. When Haug swung
his third victory of the CWS. He and missed, Cunningham turned
was named the Most Outstand- to his dugout, beat his chest with
his fist three times and saluted
ing Player.
"He's been coaching for 21 before flipping his glove away to
years, and he deserves every bit start the celebration.
"The last three innings, all
of it," Beckwith said of Gilmore.
"We got him to Omaha and we
See SERIES, Page 10A
got him a national championship.

By BRYCE RUDD
Sports Reporter
At 6-foot-2, Murray High
center Maddie Waldrop has
never conformed to trash talk.
Perhaps the most humble player
in Region I basketball, she has
the right to brag about her talent, but she doesn't.
Waldrop is good enough to
let her game do the talking. She
has played at the varsity level
for five years.
On Thursday morning during
"The Travis Turner Show" on
AM 1340 WNBS,Waldrop talked about her future. She verbally committed to play basketball
at the collegiate level for one of
the most respected coaches and
one of the most feared women's
basketball programs in the Ohio
Valley Conference: Kevin McMillan and the UT-Martin Skyhawks.
"I've always had a good relationship with Kevin," Waldrop
said. "The first time he met me
was during the summer before
my freshman year at Murray
High. He said he would be the
first one to offer me a scholarship.
"I was looking for a coach
similar to Lady Tigers head
coach Rechelle Turner and (assistant coaches) Monica Evans
and Jay Stark," Waldrop said.
"Kevin resembles Turner a
lot because he'll get on to you
during games and in practice,
but you can talk to him about
anything. I'm a person of relationships and I'm glad I found
someone I fit with comfortably."
As highly acclaimed and
coveted of a player that Murray
High has ever had, Waldrop's
revelation was no major surprise, given the correlations of
the combined success of the
Ledger & Times File Photo
team and the player.
Catholic in the
Owensboro
Waldrop's prep career still Murray High junior center Maddie Waldrop gets to the rim against
committed
verbally
Waldrop
Frankfort.
in
31
Jan.
game
writbe
to
chapter
has a final
All A State Tournament championship
ten, but the pages that are al- to UT-Martin on Thursday morning
ready written are as impressive
as anyone. She was named
Waldrop led Murray High to appearance in 2016. by far the were team-highs) last season
All-Purchase Player of the Year a 35-2 record, including a 29- greatest season in Lady Tigers and averaged nearly a douas a freshman in 2014 and was game win streak, and a KHSAA history. Waldrop averaged 14.5 ble-double of 19.0 points and
the runner-up in 2015 and 2016. Girls Basketball Final Four points and 6.7 rebounds (both 9.0 rebounds in her 2014 MVP

campaign as a freshman.
Waldrop received seven offers in all, including interest
from Murray State, Belmont
and Miami of Ohio, before
committing to UT Martin, but
it all started in September, when
college coaches were allowed to
start calling recruits.
As excited as Waldrop was
initially for the moment, the
outpouring and pressure almost
immediately became overwhelming.
"It got to a point where that
night I said,'Okay, I'm turning
my phone off and no one else is
calling,— Waldrop said. "Some
schools faded away, but it got
to the point when the season
was about to start where I had
to tell them I was focusing on
the Lady Tigers. It all picked up
again this spring and it's been
crazy. Even though I've enjoyed
it, I hated disappointing anyone.
Telling someone,'No' is really
hard for me but, after it's done,
I felt a lot better. It's a business
and sometimes you have to
stand your ground."
Then,last week,came a cruel
twist of fate in a summer league
varsity game against Graves
County. Bringing the ball up
the court, Waldrop tore her ACL
for the second time, potentially
hampering some interest from
pending offers, but UT Martin
never wavered.
"I had the unfortunate accident and we were faced with
a pretty quick decision that
we had to make. My family
sat down and we talked about
it," Waldrop said. "That is one
positive, hopefully, that I know
what I'm about to go through
with this recovery."
She first tore her ACL as seventh-grader playing at the varsity level during the 2012-2013
season.
Waldrop is scheduled for
surgery July 8 to repair damage to her ACL. Recovery time
can take anywhere from 6 to 9
months, but there is optimism
that she could be back by ear>' See WALDROP, Page 10A

MLB: KANSAS CITY 4, ST. LOUIS 2

Morales lifts K.C. over Cardinals
to push the lead to 3-1. Morales,
who went 3 for 4,has 16 hits in 24
ST. LOUIS — Kendrys Mo- at-bats over the six-game run. He
rales homered and recorded his went 12 for 16 in the series and
sixth straight multi-hit game to started in the outfield for the first
lead the Kansas City Royals to time since 2008.
His six-game multi-hit streak
a 4-2 victory over the St. Louis
ties him for the longest this seaCardinals on Thursday night.
Kansas City won for the fourth son along with J.D. Martinez(Detime in five games and took the troit), Jackie Bradley Jr.(Boston)
two-city, four-game series three and Xander Bogaerts(Boston).
Kansas City reliever Dillon
games to one.
Brandon Moss and Jhonny Gee (3-2) picked up the win alPeralta homered for the Cardi- lowing one run in two innings.
Moss ripped his 17th homer
nals who have lost their last seven
home games — their longest los- of the season off Royals starter
ing streak since Aug. 2-15, 1983. Chris Young, who gave up one
Wade Davis recorded his 19th run and one hit over four innings,
but walked six.
save in 21 opportunities.
The drive, which went 477
Morales, a designated hitter
playing right field for the sec- feet according to the Cardinals,is
ond straight night, doubled in the the longest in the history of Bussixth inning off Mike Lealce (5-6) ch Stadium. It is the second-lonThe Associated Press
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See ARENZ,Page 9A

AP Photo
Coastal Carolina players celebrate their 4-3 victory over Arizona after Game 3 of th'., NCAA College World Series on
Thursday in Omaha, Neb.

Maddie Waldrop verbally commits to UT-Martin
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Garbin
against

AP Photo
Kansas City's Kendrys Morales, left, rounds the bases after
hitting a solo home run off St. Louis relief pitcher Tyler Lyons during the eighth inning Thursday in St. Louis.

gest this season behind Giancarlo
Stanton's 490-foot blast for Miami on May 6,in a 6-4 win over
Philadelphia.
Leake gave up three nms,
two earned, in seven innings. He
struck out four and walked one.
Kansas City pushed across an
unearned run in the first before
Jarrod Dyson doubled in Alcides
Escobar in the second.
St. Louis manager Mike
Matheny was ejected in the sixth
inning by home plate umpire
Mike Everitt. It was Matheny's
first ejection of the season.

Up Next
Cardinals: LHP Jaime Garcia
(5-6, 4.09) takes on Milwaukee
RHP Matt Garza(1-0,2.81)in the
opener a three-game series in St.
Louis today.
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AP Photo
Garbine Muguruza has a drink during a break in her match
against Jana Cepelova.
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LONDON — After two days
filled with rain, the sun actually
made an appearance at Wimbledon on Thursday, allowing
for plenty of play all around
the grounds, a chance to finally
conclude the first round — and
several surprises, the biggest of
which was French Open champion Garbine Muguruza's exit.
No.2 Muguruza, who reached
her first Grand Slam final at the
All England Club a year ago and
won her first Grand Slam title
less than a month ago, was one
of 1,8„seeded players who lost on
Day 4,including 11 women.
Admittedly lethargic, and displaying none of the verve or confident shotmaking she's known
for, Muguruza lasted less than an
hour in the second round Thursday, beaten 6-3, 6-2 by Slovakia's Jana Cepelova, a qualifier
ranked 124th.
"My energy was not really
there," Muguruza said. "I was
trying, but(it) didn't work at all."
That same sentiment might
have been expressed by some of
the other players who joined her
on the way out of the tournament,
including No. 31 Kristina Mladenovic in a weather-delayed firstround match, and No. 7 Belinda
Bencic, No. 14 Sam Stosur, No.
15 Karolina Pliskova, No. 16 Johanna Konta, No. 17 Elina Svitolina, No. 20 Sara Errani, No.
22 Jelena Jankovic, No. 30 Caroline Garcia and No. 32 Andrea
Petkovic, all in second-round
matches.
That group includes a Grand
Slam champion (Stosur), major
finalists (Errani, Jankovic), the
first seeded British woman at
Wimbledon since 1984 (Konta,
eliminated by 2014 runner-up
Eugenie Bouchard) and a top10 player considered a possible
future star of the spiv (Bencic,
who retired because of a left
wrist injury while trailing American qualifier Julia Boserup).
There was nearly another big
name gone. But No. 3 Agnieszka Radwanska saved three match
points,then took advantage when
her opponent, 18-year-old Ana
Konjuh of Croatia, twisted her
right ankle by accidentally stepping on a tennis ball during a
point.
That happened at 7-all in the
third set and, although Konjuh

continued to play after a medical
timeout, Radwanska was able to
finish off a 6-2,4-6,9-7 victory.
The seven seeded men who
lost, all in the second round, were
No. 8 Dominic Thiem, No. 13
David Ferrer, No. 16 Gilles Simon,No.23 Ivo Karlovic,No.25
Viktor Troicki — who launched
an epic tirade at the chair umpire
because of a call two points from
the end of his five-set defeat —
No. 26 Benoit Paire and No. 30
Alexandr Dolgopolov.
Muguruza was never able to
get going, making 22 unforced
errors and managing to produce
only nine winners.
She said she felt tired and on
the verge of an illness.
She also wished she had taken
more time to rest after the grueling two weeks at Roland Garros
that culminated with a victory
over Serena Williams in the final.
Asked whether coming into
Wimbledon as the owner of a
major trophy made her feel a
weight on her shoulders. Muguruza replied: "No,not pressure. I
tire*,fersure, more expectations
from other people."
"Honestly, for me. I just had
very clear it was going to be a
rough tournament for me after
winning a Grand Slam and coming here," she continued."Everybody, you know, like, looking at
me."
Cepelova equaled her best
showing at a major by reaching
the third round, but this was not
her first significant result. She
beat Simona Halep in the first
round at Wimbledon a year ago,
also on No. 1 Court,and defeated
Serena Williams at a tournament
in Charleston, South Carolina, in
2014.
"Yeah," Cepelova said,"1 like
to play on the big courts."
As the owner of seven Grand
Slam singles titles, including five
at Wimbledon, Venus Williams
is accustomed to being — and
succeeding — on those stages.
But on Thursday, she found herself on Court 18, with its seating capacity of 782 — a far cry
from the nearly 15,000 at Centre
Court.
Williams, seeded eighth, had
some trouble and needed 2 1/2
hours, but wound up getting
past 20-year-old qualifier Maria
Sakkari 7-5, 4-6, 6-3 — one of
10 singles victories for Americans on Thursday.•

OMAHA, Neb. — Michael
Phelps and Ryan Lochte did
their part.
The longtime rivals are headed to another showdown at the
US.Olympic swimming trials.
Phelps and Lochte cruised
through the semifinals of the
200-meter individual medley
Thursday night, each of them
winning their heats in dominating fashion.
"It means a lot," Lochte
said. "I've been racing him in
this event since like 2003. He's
a tough competitor. I just love
racing against him because it's a
challenge."
This one is especially significant for Lochte, an 11-time
Olympic medalist who has yet
to qualify for an individual event
in Rio.
Slowed by a groin injury,
the 31-year-old Lochte missed
out in the 400 IM — a race he
won at the Olympics four years
ago — finished fourth in the 200
freestyle, and dropped out of the
200 backstroke.
Though also entered in the
100 butterfly, Lochte is basically
putting all his hopes on the 200
IM. A top-two finish will give
him that cherished spot, but he
really wants a win over Phelps in

Friday night's final before they
bead to the Olympics.
"I'm feeling better as far as
like mentally, but physically I'm
getting tired," said Lochte, who
at the very least will be going
to Rio as a relay swimmer."Tomorrow night will definitely be
a good battle between me and
Michael."
Lochte was the top qualifier at I minute, 56.71 seconds,
while Phelps took the second
spot in 1:57.61. That means
they'll be right beside each other
in the final,just as they've been
so many times during their dazzling careers.
Phelps has already qualified for Rio in the 200 fly, but
the most decorated athlete in
Olympic history is eager to add
two more individual races to his
program. He'll be a big favorite
in the 100 fly, a race in which
Lochte doesn't figure to be a
major threat.
This is their only real chance
to race.
"Him and I have gone back
and forth a number of times in
this race," Phelps said. "During
the big meets, we have great races. We're right there with each
other tomorrow in the middle of
the pool, probably a couple of
tenths apart. We're going to be
out and probably step on the gas

•Arenz...

fighters and competitors without
losing them," Cross said.
From Page 8A
Cross also shared a story of
Summitt, who eavesdropped
for autographs while she was during a Tennessee men's
recruiting players. He said
basketball practice during the
she always signed autotenure of Bruce Pearl.
graphs between games.
"She was sitting in the stands
"Pat was one of the most
gicl watching practice while the
gracious people that you
Vols kept messing up the same
would ever want to meet,
play they had been working
which is kind of remarkable
on," Cross said."After a while,
and it's the way it should be. Pat interrupted them and, with
It's not always the way it is
an intense yell, told the Vols to
with people of her stature.,"
begin running sprints. The playCross said."She was exers looked at Coach Pearl with
tremely gracious and down
shocked looks on their faces,
to Earth. She is one of the
wondering if they had to listen
great persons that I have ever...40,hei. pearl look backAubeau
been around, not only In our
and said,'You heard Coach
sport, but in any sport in this
Summit. Get going!"
country."
Adams-Birch outlined 10
Despite all of Sumtnitt's
things that made Sununitt sucsuccess, Cross said she never
stopped learning and was
eager to help other coaches.
"Coaching is a profession
of stealing. Everyone seems
to look at other coaches and
tries to adapt some of their
ideas," Cross said."Pat was
a person who gave of herself
and her time to people. One
year,our coaching staff spent
a few days with her and the
coaching staff at Tennessee.
It was remarkable with the
knowledge that she had and
her willingness, not only
to share her ideas, but also
ask other coaches for their
ideas."
Summit's willingness to
keep learning and evolving
made her a very successful coach. Her drive and
intensity to get every ounce
of ability from her players
made Summin a championship coach.
—throughout her career.
Pat did a great job of adjusting,especially later in her
career, while still maintain01'01
ing her toughness and teaching her players how to be

cichic

a little bit more than we have in
the past and you'll have an exciting race."
Missy Franklin, on the other
hand,didn't even advance to the
final of the 100 freestyle.
Another big star from London struggled to an 11th-place
showing in the semifinals, leaving her with only one individual
race in Rio and just one more
chance to bulk up her program:
the 200 backstroke.
No matter what, Franklin's
bubbly personality will be much
less of a presence at these Summer Games than it was four
years ago.
"That speed just doesn't feel
like it's quite there' this meet,"
she said. "No idea why. It's super disappointing, but I really
feel like my endurance is there,
so it gives me a lot of hope for
my 200 back."
While Franklin is struggling,
another Olympic gold medalist
will get a chanceiks defend his
title.
Nathan Adrian, who won the
100 freestyle in London, used a
powerful finishing kick to win in
47.72 seconds.
Caeleb Dressel will also get
to swim the down-and-back
sprint in Rio, taking the second
spot at 48.23.
Anthony Ervin, the oldest

cessful:
— Her vision was huge for you.
— She could energize and motivate you to do anything.
— She believed in you.
— She cared so she did more
for you and told you the truth,
which hurt sometimes.
— She was a fierce competitor.
— She wanted you to reach
greatness and held you accountable to that.
— She was thankful and taught
you to pay it forward.
— She was humble but confident because she knew she
would outwork you, and taught
you to do the same.
— She taught you to love and
take care of what you invested
in,so you would keep growing.
— She changed the world and
the game of basketball, 1-by-

MI Mil (IC(

swimmer at the trials, got off to
a blistering start and led at the
turn. The 35-year-old couldn't
hold on,fading to fourth in 48.54
while also touching behind Ryan
Held (4826).
But the top four are assured of
spots on the team for the 4x100
free relay, meaning Ervin will be
headed to his third Olympics.
On the fifth night of the
meet, Josh Prenot became the
latest Olympic rookie to makt•
the team, knocking off Kevin
Conies in the 200 breaststroke.
Conies had already won the RX)
breast and was more than a second under world-record pace at
the final turn of the longer race
But Prenot, furiously bouncing up and down in the water,
surged past Cordes on the final
lap to win in 2 minutes,7.17 sekonds,setting an American reco0_
and finishing just off the workt
mark of 2:07.01 held since 2012
by Japan's Akhiro Yamaguchi.
Also Thursday. Cammile Adams won the 200 butterfly after
being briefly disqualified once
day earlier during the preliminaries. The ruling that she made
an illegal turn was quickly overturned after a review provided
by the underwater camera, and
Adams took advantage of her
second chance to win with a
time of 2:06.80.•

1,161 players, by changing out.
lives.
Wichita State had never
made an NCAA appearance,
won a Missouri Valley Confer- .
ence title or MVC Tournament
title but, under Adams-Birch. .
the Shockers made back-to- .
back-to-back NCAA appear- .
ances, won three-straight M VC..
regular-season championships
and MVC Tournament titles in
2013, 2014 and 2015.
NOTE: Jeff Arenz is the
sports editor of The Ledger &
Times. He can be reached by
calling (270) 753-1916, ext. 27,
by sending email to jarenz@
murrayledgercom or by sending
a tweet to @racerswriter
on Twitter.•
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ly January, when Region l and
District 4 play heats up.
In a bittersweet irony, an
added bonus in Waldrop's decision is the a tie with legendary
University of Tennessee coach
Pat Summitt, who passed away
at the age of 64 on Tuesday.
Summitt played basketball at
UT Martin and has the Skyhawks court named on her behalf.
Entering her 21st season as
the head coach of Murray High,
Rechelle Turner has guided
Waldrop for about one-fourth
of her career. For five seasons,
she's known this day would
come for Waldrop.
"Obviously, when she began middle school, her height
catches your attention at that
age. Just watching her come
through camp every year, you
could see the progression of
her game," Turner said."At the

time she w as coming through,
we needed a boost. We needed to figure out the future. In a
program, you don't just work
for one year. You also work for
the future. We pulled her up at
seventh grade and she was instantly a part of what we did."
Turner recognized Waldrop's talent immediately.
"Very early on, I knew she
was special. She's been a program-changer for us and she's
turned Murray High basketball
into one of the best programs
in the state. Not because of
anything that I've done,but because of what these kids have
done," Turner said.
While her final season with
Lady Tigers will likely be abbreviated to an extent, Waldrop
understands as well as anyone,
there's still something to prove
on Doran Road before college
becomes her next reality.
"We sat down and thought of
realistic goals for the team and
for this year. I've got a whole
list of things," Waldrop said,

What's among the list'? Another All A state championship,
a return to the KHSAA Final
Four and scoring 287 points to
become the first player in Lady
Tigers history with 2,000 points
and 1,000 rebounds.
In se‘en seasons as the head
coach of UT Martin, McMillan
has compiled a 142-83 record
(.622), with four consecutive
NCAA Tournament berths
from 2011-2014, two OVC
regular season titles in 2012
and 2016 and two OVC Tournament championships in 2011
and 2013.
McMillan's coaching style
has even drawn several correlations to Turner's methods at
Murray High.
It's hard to imagine Waldrop
being a better player than she
already is, but if McMillan can
bring out the same type of drive
and dedication that Turner has
since 2012, championship glory could be on the horizon for
the Skyhawks again. IN

I've been doing in the dugout
is folding my hands and praying to God that this is His will,"
Gilmore said."I know my dad's
up there. I lost him two years
ago, and I wanted him so bad
to be here with me. I know he's
watching over me right now."
Arizona's Bobby Dalbec
(11-6) also worked 5 2/3 innings, with all the runs coming
against him. He struck out eight

to increase his CWS total to 25
in 20 innings.
The championship also was
the first in a team sport in the
33-year history of the Big South
Conference. The Big South
could savor the accomplishment for only about eight hours.
"This program has been a
lot better than people give it
credit for," Gilmore said."They
thought we played in a small
conference and couldn't get
this done. This bunch wanted to
prove everybody wrong."
Arizona, which came into

the day with just two errors in
seven CWS games,saw second
baseman Cody Ramer commit
two on the same play in the
sixth inning. Ranier couldn't
get a handle on Zach Remillard's grounder, allowing David Parrett to score from third.
Then Ramer tried to get Michael Paez running from second
to third, but he overthrew Kyle
Lewis. That allowed Paez to
come home. G.K. Young then
launched a no-doubt homer into
the seats above the right-field
bullpen for a 4-0 lead. MI

SCOREBOARD
SPONSORED BY
BOB CORNELISON
STUART ALEXANDER. CLTC
FARM BUREAU INSURANCE
1102 Hwy 121 NORTH BYP•SS
Aluitn•y. KIHT0ORY

SPORTS ON TV
Today's Games
AUTO RACING
7 a.m.
Formula
One, Austrian Grand Pm,
NBcSN
aracbce, at Spielberg, Austria
1 p.m.
NBCSN - NASC.AR, Xtinity Series, Subway
Rrecraciux 250, qualifying at Daytona Beach,
Re.
3 p.m.
11BCSal - NASCAR, Spnnt Cup Series, Coke
Zero 400, qualifying, at Daytona Beach, Fla.
630 p.m.
NBCSN - NASCAR, Xfinny Sanas, Subway
Rnicracker 250, at Daytona Beach, Fla.
Ca
•
9 p.m.
ESPN2- Winnipeg at Calgary
GOLF
5:30 am.
8OLF - European PGA Tour, 100th Open de
Ratite, second round, at Pans
12:30 p.m.
- PGA Tour-WGC, Bridgestone Invitasecond round, at Akron. Ohio
5:30 p.m.
•
BOLF - PGA Tour, Barracuda Championship,
Nev.
Reno,
at
round,
second
8 p.m.
GOLF - LPGA Tour, Cambia Portland Ciassic,
second round, at Portland, Ore.(same-day tape)
MLB
12 p.m.
MIS- Cleveland at Toronto
8 p.m.
MLB - Chicago Cubs at N Y Mets or Kansas
aty at Philadelphia
7 p.m.
FSMW - Milwaukee at St. Louis
SOCCER
1:30 p.m.
ESPN2 - UEFA, European
quarterfinal. at Lille. France
SWIMMING
5 p.m.
NBCSN - U.S Olympic Trials. Qualifying
beats Men's 50-meter free & 100-meter fly,
women's 200-meter back, at Omaha. Neb.
7 p.m.
NBC - U.S. Olympic Trials, Finals Women's
200-meter breast & 100-meter free, men's
200-meter IN & 200-meter back, at Omaha, Neb.
TENNIS
6 a.m.
ESPN - Wimbledon Championships, early
rounds, at London
TRACK & FIELD
8 p.m.
NBC - U.S. Olympic Trials, Men's shot put &
10,000-meter finals, at Eugene, Ore.
VOLLEYBALL
10:30 p.m.
NBCSN - FNB World League. United States
vs. Bulgaria, at Dallas same-day tape)
Saturday's Games
AUTO RACING
7 a.m.
CNBC - Formula One, Austrian Grand Pnx,
qualifying, at Spielberg, Austria
8:30 Lm.
FS1 - F1A Formula E Championship. qualifying, at London (same-day tape)
9:30 a.m.
FS1-FLA Formula E Championship, first race,
at London
6:45 p.m.
NBC- NASCAR, Sprint Cup Series, Coke Zero
400, at Daytona Beach, Fla.
BOXING
8 p.m.
ESPN - Premier Champions, Jarnel Herring
vs. Denis Shaflkov, lightweights, at Reading, Pa
CYCUNG
5:30 a.m.
TOW de France, Stage 1, MontNBCSN
Saint-Michel to Utah Beach Sainte-Marie-dulace, France
GOLF
6:30 a.m.
GOLF - European PGA Tour, 100th Open de
France, third round, at Paris
11 a.m.
GOLF - PGA Tour-WGC, Bridgestone Invitabonal, third round, at Akron, Ohio
1 p.m.
CBS-PGA Tour-WGC, Bndgestone Invitational, third round, at Akron, Ohio
3 p.m.
GOLF - LPGA Tour, Crunbia Portland Classic.
third round, at Portland, Ore.
6 p.m.
• GOLF - PGA Tour, Barracuda Championship,
third round, at Reno. Nev.
MU
12 p.m.
MU - Cleveland at Toronto or Milwaukee at
St Louis (1 p.m.)
1 p.m.
, FSMW- Milwaukee at St. Louis
8 p.m.
• FOX-Regional coverage, Cincinnati at Washington, Chicago Cubs at N.Y. Mets or LA. Angels
at Boston
9 p.m.
•
• Ni - N.Y. Yankees at San Diego
MOTORCYCUNG
2 p.m.
NBCSN-Lucas Oil Pro Motocross Senes,Ran
Bud National. at Buchanan. Mich
NBA
8 a.m.
NBA - Summer League, Oklahoma City vs.
Dallas, at Orlando, Fla.
10 a.m.
NBA -Summer League, Charlotte vs. Orlando
(White), at Orlando, Fla
12 p.m.
NBA - Summer League Orlando (Blue) vs.
Indiana, at Orlando. Fla.
2 p.m
ism-Summer League, New York vs. Detroit,
M Orlando, Fla.
4 p.m.
NBA - Summer League, Miami vs. LA Clippers, at Orlando, Fla.
SOCCER
1:30 p.m.
ESPN2 - UEFA. European Championship,
quarterfinal. at Bordeaux, France
SWIMMING
4 p.m.
NBCSN - US Olympic Trials, Qualifying

heats. Women's 50-meter free, mans 1.500-meter free, at Omaha, Ned
7 p.m.
NBCSN-U.S. Olympic Trials. Finals Women's
200-meter back & 800-meter tree, men's 50-meter tree & 100-meter fry, at Omaha, Ned
TENNIS
7 a.m.
ESPN - Wimbledon Championships, tarty
rounds, at London
TRACK & RELD
1 p.m.
NBC - U.S. Olympic Trials,
10,000-meters, long jump & discus finals, at
Eugene, Ore
4 p.m
NBCSN - U.S. Olympic Tnais, Decathlon, at
Eugene, Ore (note event broadcast between
swimming events)
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WESTERN CONFERENCE
L
W
1
15
LosAnnjeies
3
13
Minnesota
9
8
Oallas
9
7
Ptsoersu
10
6
Seattle
12
3
Sankitonio
Thuraday's Results
Los Angeles 84, Atlanta 75
Dallas 83. Seattle 78
Today's Games
San Antonio at Indiana,6 p.m
Washington at Chicago, 730 p.m
New York at Phoenix,9 p.m.
Saturday's Games
San Antonio at Minnesota, 7 P.m.
Connecticut at Dallas, 7.30 p.m.
Connecbcut

PRO TENNIS

llor

14
45 .423
33
Central DINslon
Pct
GB
L
W
30
48
Cleveland
6
.538
36
42
Kansas City
38
41
Detroit
39
40
Chicago
321
23
53
25
Minnesota
West Division
Pci GB
W
L
29
51
Teaas
37
42
Houston
39
40
Seattle
15
35
43 .449
Oakland
47
32
Los Angeles
Thursday's Results
N.Y Yankees 2, Texas 1
Chicago White Sox 6, Minnesota 5
Cleveland 4, Toronto 1
Detroit 10, Tampa Bay 7
Kansas City 4, St. Louis 2
Seattle 5. Balbmore 3
San Francisco at Oakland, late
Today's Games
Cleveland (Tomlin 9-1) at Toronto (Strornan
6-4), 12:07 p.m.
Kansas City (Kennedy 6-6) at Philadelphia
(Hellickson 5-6), 6:05 p.m.
Detroit(Fulmer 7-2) at Tampa Bay (Smyly 2-8).
6.10 p.m,
LA. Angels (Dusan 3-6) at Boston (Wnght
8-5), 610 p.m.
Chicago White Sox (Gonzalez 1-3) at Houston
(Fiats 5-3), 7:10 p.m.
Texas (Perez 7-4) at Minnesota (Santana 2-7),
710 p.m.
Pittsburgh (Locke 7-5) at Oakland (Gray 3-6).
905 p.m.
Baltimore (Gausman 1-5) at Seattle (LeBlanc
0-0), 9:10 p.m.
N.Y. Yankees (Eovaldi 6-5) at San Diego (Rea
4-3), 9:40 p.m.
Saturday's Games
Cleveland at Toronto, 12:07 p.m.
Texas at Minnesota, 1:10 em.
Chicago White Sox at Houston, 3:10 p.m.
Detroit at Tampa Bay, 3,10 p.m.
Kansas City at Philadelphia, 4:513 p.m.
LA. Angels at Boston, 6:15 p.m.
Pittsburgh at Oakland,905 p.m.
Baltimore at Seattle, 9:10 p.m.
N.Y. Yankees at San Diego, 9:10 p.m.
NATIONAL LEAGUE
East Dlvision
GB
W
Pct
I,
.600
32
48
Washington
37
41
.526
New York
41
.519
38
Miami
13
45 .438
35
Philadelphia
.342
52
27
Atlanta
Central Division
GB
Pct
L
W
.654
27
51
Chicago
11
.513
38
40
St. Louis
.481
41
38
Pittsburgh
16
.449
43
35
Milwaukee
29
51
23
.363
Cincinnati
West Division
GB
Pct
I
W
49
.613
31
San Francisco
37 .543
44
Los Angeles
11
.474
41
37
Colorado
45 .444
36
Arizona
46 .418
33
San Diego
Thursday's Results
LA. Dodgers 8, Milwaukee 1
Washington 13, Cincinnati 4
Atlanta 8, Miami 5
N.Y Nets 4, Chicago Cubs 3
Kansas City 4, St. Louis 2
San Francisco at Oakland, late
Today's Games
Cincinnati (DeSclafara 2-0) at Washington
p.m.
505
(Roark 7-5),
Kansas City (Kennedy 6-6) at Philadelphia
(Hellickson 5-6), 6:05 p.m.
Chicago Cabs (Hammel 7-4) at N.Y. Nets (deGrom 3-4), 6:10 P.m.
Miami (Wolin° 2-4) at Atlanta (Teheran 3-7),
35 pm.
Milwaukee (Garza 1-0) at St Louis (Garcia
5-6), 7:15 p.m.
San Francisco (Cueto 11-1) at Arizona (Miller
2-7), 8:40 p.m.
Pittsburgh (Locke 7-5) at Oakland (Gray 3-6).
9:05 p.m.
Colorado (De La Rosa 5-4) at - LA Dodgers
(Norris 3-7), 9:10 p.m.
N.Y. Yankees (Eovaidi 6-5) at San Diego (Rea
4-3), t40 p.m.
Saturday's Games
Milwaukee at St Louis, 1 15 p.m.
1.118M/ at Atlanta, 3:10 p.m.
Kansas City at Philadelphia, 4:50 p.m.
Chicago Cubs at N.Y. Nets,6:15 p.m.
Cincinnati at Washington,6:15 p.m.
Pittsburgh at Oakland.905 p.m.
Colorado at LA Dodgers, 9710 p.m.
N.Y. Yankees at San Diego, 9:10 p.m.
San Francisco at Arizona, tl0 pm.
Tampa Bay

WIMBLEDON
Thursday's Restate
Seeded Matches
At The AJI England Lawn Tennis & Croquet Club
London
Purse: 638.4 million (Grand Slam)
Surface: Grass-Outdoor
Singles
Men
Firat Round
John !slier (18), United States, def. Marcos
Baghdats, Cyprus, 7-6(2), 1-6(5). 6-3
Lucas Poodle (32), France, def. Marius Copl,
Romania, 6-4, 4-6,6-4,6-1.
Second Round
Andy Murray (2), Britain, def. Yen-hsun Lu, Taiwan, 6-3, 6-2. 6-1.
Kei Nishikon (5), Japan, def. Julien Benneteau,
France, 4-6,6-4,6-4,6-2.
Milos RaCtiic (6), Canada, del. Andreas Sapp,
Italy, 7-6 (51, 6-4,6-2
Richard Gasquet (7), France, def. Marcel Granollers, Spain, 4-6, 7-5,6-3,6-1.
Dominic Thiem (8), Austria, lost to Jin Vesely,
Czech Republic, 7-6(4), 7-6 (5), 7-6(3).
Mails Cilic (9), Croatia,Oat. Seny StakhollekY
Ukraine, 6-2,6-7 (6), 6-4,6-4.
David Goffin (11), Belgium, del. Edouard Roger-Vasselin, France,6-4,6-0,6-3.
David Ferrer (13), Spain, lost to Nicolas Mahut
France, 6-1, 6-4,6-3.
Roberto Bautista Agut(14), Spain, def. Mikhail
Kukushkin, Kazakhstan, walkover.
Gilles Simon (16), France, lost to Grigor Dimitrov Bulgaria,6-3,7-6 (1), 3-6, 6-4.
Bernard Tomic (19), Australia, def. Radii Albot
Moldova, 7-6(3),6-3,6-7(6), 6-3.
No Kanovic (23), Croatia, lost to Lukas Lacks,
Slovakia, 6-3, 3-6, 7-6 (5), 6-4.
Viktor Troicki (25), Serbia, lost to Albert Ramos-Vinolas, Spain, 3-6, 6-3,6-3, 2-6,6-3.
Benort Paire (26), France, lost to John Millman,
Australia, 7-6)5),6-3, 4-6,6-2.
Jack Sock (27), United States, def. Robin
Haase, Netherlands,6-1, 6-3,6-7 (3), 6-4.
Sam Querrey (28), United States, def. Thomaz
Bellucca Brazil, 6-4, 6-3,6-2.
Alexandr Dolgopoloy (30), Ukraine, lost to Dan.1 Evans, Britain, 7-6(6),6-4,6-1
Joao Sousa (31), Portugal, clef. Dennis Novikov,
United States, 6-4,6-4, 3-6, 6-4.
Women
First Round
flmea Bacsinszky (11), Switzerland, def.
Luksika Kumkhum, Thailand, 6-4.6-2.
Sloane Stephens (18), United States, def. Pang
Shua), China, 7-6)5),6-2.
Barbora Strycova (24), Czech Republic, def.
Anett Kontaveit, Estonia, 4-6,6-4, 6-4.
Knstina Mlaclenovic (31), France, lost to Aliaksandra Sasnovich, Belarus, 6-3,6-3.
Second Round
Garbine Muguruza (2), Spain, lost to Jana Cepelova, Slovakia, 6-3.6-2.
Agnieszka Ranwanska (3), Poland, dot Ma
Konjuh, Croatia, 6-2, 4-6, 9-7.
Angelique Kerber (4), Germany, def. Varvara
Lepchenko, United States, 6-1,6-4.
Simona Haler) (5), Romania, def. Francesca
Schiavone, Italy, 6-1,6-1.
Roberta Vinci (6), Italy, def. Duan Ying-Ying,
China,6-3,7-5.
Belinda Benoit (7), Switzerland, lost to Julia
Bosarup, United States, 6-4, 1-0, retired.
Venus Williams (8), United States, def. Maria
Sakkari, Greece, 7-5, 4-6,6-3.
Madison Keys (9), United States, del. Kirstan
Flipkens, Belgium, 6-4, 4-6,6-3.
Carla Suarez Ntrvarro (12), Spain, dot. Derma
Merton, Czech Republic, 3-6,6-2,6-1.
Sam Stosur (14), Australia, lost to Sabine LisicId Germany,6-4, 6-2.
Karolina Pliskova (15), Czech Republic, lost to
Weak Dot Japan, 7-6 (5), 6-3.
Johanna Konta (16), Britain, lost to Eugenie
Bouchard, Canada.,6-3, 1-6, 6-1.
Elina Svitolina (17), Ukraine lost to Yaroslara
Shvedova, Kazakhstan,6-2, 3-6,6-4.
Dominika Cibulkova (19), Slovakia, def. Dana
Gavrilova, Australia, 6-3,6-2.
Sara Errant (20), Katy, lost to Akre Comet
France, 7-6 (4), 7-5.
Jelena Jankovic (22), Serbia, lost to Manna
Erakovio, New Zealand, 4-6, 7-6(1),8-6.
Kilo Battens (26), Netherlands, def. Mona Barthel, Germany, 6-4, 6-4.
GoCo Vandevreghe (27), United States, def.
Timea Babas, Hungary, 6-2,6-3.
Lucie Safarova (28), Czech RePublid net Samantha Crawford, United States,6-3,6-4.
Dana Kasatkina (29), Russia, def. Lam Armatiarrena, Spain, 7-6(9),6-3.
Caroline Garcia (30), France, lost to Katenna
Siniakova, Czech Republic, 4-6, 6-4,6-1.
Andrea Petkovic (32), Germany, lost to Elena
Vesnina, Russia, 7-5,6-3.

SPORTS HISTORY
JULY 1
1859 - Amherst defeats Williams 73-32 in
the first intercollegiate baseball game. The game
Is played by Massachusetts Rules, a wide-open
form of the spoil commonly known as roundball
and Amherst wins by reaching the pre-established score of 65 runs. Amherst exceeds 65-run
limit during a 10-run 26111 inning.
1951 - Bob Feller of the Cleveland Indians
pitches his third career no-hitter, beating the
Detroit Tigers 2-1.
1995- The NBA locks out its players at 12:01
a.m.,the first work stoppage in league history.

Cypress Springs
ant
RestaurKentucky
Lake"
"Overlooking Beautiful

Celebrate July the 4th with us!
Serving Breakfast, Lunch & Dinner
Open Sun., Tues., Wed. & Thurs. 8 a.m.-8 p.m. • Fri. & Sat. 8 a.m.-9 p.m.
Open Monday the 4th

8 a.m. - 8 p.m.

Located Approx. 15 miles South of Murray off HWY 121
www.cypresssprIngsresort.com
Still Owned & Operated by the Williams Family

Starting at

$2999"
(Cash Price)

MURRAY HOME & AUTO
Chestnut St.• Murray, KY • 270-753-2571

aid on Murray's Southgate
on of Wins,SpirIt
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Monday, July 4
7:30 a.m.
Veteran's Remembrance Ceremony
Chestnut Park
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- Remember and honor all those who have
sacrificed their lives for our freedom

8:45 a.m.

Briggs and Stratton Main Street Mile
Sparks Hall, MSU

•

- Registration is $12.00 per person. Medals
awarded per age group. Trophies for overall
winners.

(E. Michael Stankevich/Pol Veterinary Services via AP)
In this March 2015 photo provided by Pol Veterinary Services, veterinarian Jan Pol, right, poses with Mr. Pigglesworth and the dog's owners Loyd and Mable Frisbie at his clinic near Mount
Pleasant, Mich. An appeals court on Friday, June 24, cleared Pol of misconduct when he saved
the dog's life in 2011. Pol has a reality TV show on Nat Geo Wild called "The Incredible Dr. Pol."

Court bites back, exonerates
Michigan TV vet who saved dog

9:30 a.m.

FNB Bank Freedom Fest Parade
Main Street
- The biggest event of Freedom Fest! The
route goes down Main Street from 10th St.
to Briggs & Stratton.

By ED WHITE
Associated Press

42

ing at
9900
Price)

In response,Pol said he had sanitized his hands.
He said the dog,2 years old at the time, was properly sedated during surgery and recovered in a
DETROIT (AP) — A Boston terrier named warm kennel.
Mr. Pigglesworth is as frisky as ever — and the
Nonetheless, a disciplinary panel at the MichiMichigan veterinarian who saved the dog's life on gan Board of Veterinary Medicine last year accepta reality TV show has been cleared of misconduct. ed the findings of hearing officer Shawn Downey
The Michigan appeals court on Friday over- and ordered penalties. That result was swept away
turned a $500 fine and probation for Jan Pol, who by the appeals court, which said the decision was
has a popular show on Nat Geo Wild called "The "arbitrary and capricious."
Incredible Dr. Pol." .
"Mr. Pigglesworth came through with flying
In a 3-0 decision, the court seemed incredulous colors and went home the next day," the court said.
that Pol was in hot water for saving a dog that was "So far as we are aware,he continues to bring great
struck by a car. The Mount Pleasant-area vet in joy to his owners and terror to the local squirrels.
2011 removed Mr. Pigglesworth's badly damaged ... This case is curious. A dog's life is saved, yet the
e
stitched lacerations in his mouth and deter- veterinarian faces sanctions."
mined4at the pelvis would heal without much
Pol said he feels "elated" after the ruling. He
treatm .
said he took Mr. Pigglesworth to the disciplinary
"The dog lived. What did I do wrong?" Pol,73, hearing in 2015.
told The Associated Press.
"We showed that he's a happy and healthy dog.
But a Kentucky veterinarian who saw the TV That made no difference," he said.
show about two years later in 2013 filed a comThe owners, Mable and Loyd Frisbie, said Pol
plaint with the state of Michigan. Regulators in- charged only $250 to save the dog.
vestigated and said Pol didn't wear a mask or pro"He's doing great," Mable Frisbie said of Mr.
vide IV therapy and other comforts while treating Pigglesworth."We never had any complaints." IN
Mr. Pigglesworth.

Alcoholics Anonymous lists schedule
TO

bade

Special to the Ledger
Alcoholics Anonymous lists
schedule Murray Alcoholics
Anonymous holds meetings
at 615 S. 12th St., Suite 1, in
the Southside Shopping Center behind Regions Bank. All
meetings are non-smoking. The
regular schedule is as follows:
Sunday - 1 p.m. open, 8 p.m.
closed, 12x12 study; Monday

- noon. open, 6 p.m. closed,
ladies' meeting; 8 p.m. open;
Tuesday - noon, open, 8 p.m.
closed; Wednesday - 11 a.m.
closed, 6 p.m. closed-ladies
meeting,8 p.m. open; Thursday
- noon, open and 8 p.m. Study
of the Big Book, open; Friday
- noon,open,8 p.m. open, newcomers meeting; Saturday - 10
a.m. open, 8 p.m. open, speaker

meeting.
Closed meetings are for people who think they have a problem with alcohol and want to
give it up. Open meetings are
for anyone who wants to attend
an AA meeting.
For information call Bear!,
270-226-3971; Dwayne, 270799-1065; Cindy, 270-4354111; or Lori, 270-799-1065. IN

INVITATION TO BID
Calloway County has been awarded a grant from the Energy and Environment Cabinet, Division of Waste Management,for the purpose of cleaning illegal dumpsites
within the county. The dumps will be removed under the direction of the Calloway
County Fiscal Court.

United Way
of
Murray-Calloway
County
• Helping families understand their budgets and
finances
• Combating youth's use

of alcohol, tobacco and
drugs
• Achieving preventative
health care and healthy
living

pVE UNITEDI,

Bid proposals and any additional information can be obtained at the Calloway County
Judge/Executive's Office, Calloway County Courthouse, 101 South 5th Street, Murray, Kentucky,(270) 753-2920, during regular business hours. The proposals will
also be posted on the Calloway County Fiscal Court website: http://www.callowaycounty-ky.gov.
There will be a pre-bid meeting at 9:00 a.m., Monday,July 11[11,2016 in the Calloway
County Courthouse Conference Room. All bidders must have a representative attend
the pre-bid meeting. Sealed proposals will be accepted until 2:00 p.m., Tuesday July
19th, 2016,at which time the bids will be opened and read aloud. The contract will
be awarded during the Calloway County Fiscal Court meeting at 5:00 pm..July 19th,
2016 PRINT(Dump Cleanup)on the front of the envelope.
Conflicts of interest, gratuities and kickbacks are defined in KRS 45A.445 and as
provided for in KRS 45A.445 are absolutely prohibited.
No bidder may withdraw Its/bar bid for 90 days after the date the bids are opened.
Any bid received after the time specified shall not be considered and will be returned
unopened to the bidder.
Calloway County reserves the right to waive any informality and may reject any and
all bids. Calloway County reserves the right to award bids based upon availability,
service, and in the best interest for the public safety for the citizens of the County.
Calloway County is ail Equal Opportunity Employer.
*1360

4:00 p.m.-10:00 p.m.

The Murray Bank Family Night in the
Park
Central Park
- Family Night will have free children's
activities, inflatables, vendors and a Re/Max
hot air balloon lift.

8:00 p.m.

Town & Gown Community Band Concert
Lovett Auditorium
- Enjoy this free concert by community
members on the campus of MSU.Concert
will end in time for the fireworks.

9:30 p.m.
Briggs and Stratton Fireworks

Extravaganza
- One of the

biggest displays in the region.
Best viewing spots are along Highway 641
North.

For more information, please visit
mkyfreedomfestcom or call,270-759-2199.
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Notice

MAX'S 641 Towing and
Service, LLC located at
516 S. 12th St. Murray,
KY 42071 intends to
sell the following vehicle to satisfy towing
and storage fees pursuant to KRS 376.275
A 1996 GMC Sonoma
VIN
1GTCS1942T8503246
last registered to John
Hale. We intend to sell
this vehicle no later
than July 5,2016.

BlD

ADVERTISEMENT FOR

Subject to conditions prescribed by the
Fulton Independent Schools Board of
Education, sealed bids for a lump-sum
contract are invited for the following work:

Nicki Peach
Murray Ledger & Times
Classified Manager
classifiedamurrayledger.com

General Contract (all trades),
Project Number: BG#16-157.
Description of Work:
TPO roof replacement,
selective replacement of toilet fixtures,
toilet accessories, toilet partitions,

Wrecked, running and non-running
Autos, Battenes, and all Aluminum

C61.11

Procedures: Bidding documents will be
available to prime bidders at
Paducah Blueprint after June 27, 2016.
Documents may be viewed at
Paducah Blueprint,
AGC West KY Plan Room,
and West TN Plan Room.

James C Gallimore, Owner
270-759-0890 GECMURRAY.COM

3600

Sealed bids will be opened on July 15,
2016 at 2:00 pm local time at Fulton
Independent Board of Education Office,

CLASSIFIEDS
DEADLINES
Monday-Smart Saver
Itesday
Wednesday--Thursday
Friday
Saturday

Fri. 9 azt.
Mon,9 am.
Mon,12 p.m,
Tue.lpnL
• Wed. 12 p.m.
Thur. 12 p.m.

To Place An Ad
Or Yard Sale

FOR RENT

304 West State Line Road, Fulton, KY.
Bid Security in the amount of 5% of the bid
amount should be submitted with the bid.

CALL

issued by Ace Design Group, LLC,
1616-A Highway 121 Bypass North,
Murray, KY 42071.

Help Yianted
060

060
Help Wanted

Help Wanted

MISTER Es
Now accepting applications for all positions.
You can apply at
807 Walmart Dr.

TAKING Applications
for Lawn Tech.
$10-$12Jhr. Drivers
License required.
Call between the hours
of Barn- 10am.
270-978-7157.

4000.00 SIGN ON BONUS

VISA

A 2x2 classified
display ad is only
$300 for a whole
month in the
Murray Ledger and
Times and in the
Shopping Guide!

Get an ad this
size for one
month for only
$300!

GlenDi Inc.

Or

send resume to:
J&M, 660 Oak Grove
Rd. Benton, KY 42025

Lawn & Garden

They Need it the Most
& provide Peace of Mind for You

Call -4

Matthew One..
lesc Pre-Arrartgen-r 1,.-.perlatstS Funeral D*... r

Irrevocable Medicaid Approved

ii

TRUCK DRIVERS
with a Class A COL
Now Butkus Mooing
Moto Wm*Mans Thal and rutill&
illatadDry Van NO
Excaiont Pay Package(PC tar - Placid MIMII.
90)& Down TM* Pik
Paid VacatioNPaid Holidays.
Our**flak* Boma
Sstastimnt Chicle Mut Daposaad.
E-Loo -(Dcn't Spand Tima Fling Out Paperworld.
Host Vs. Mei liedllt Balms AccomtMaion,UN
inurancsoRodnanwitPim
(oil For Detotled Info,matton
270-759-5540M 9AN4 4PM

BUSH hogging service.
Free estimates. Call or
text 270-293-3605.
280
Mobile Homes For Rent
Nice 2BR mobile home
No Pets 270-752-8556
320
Apartments For Rent
1 OR 2br apts near
Murray.
downtown
Lease and deposit
270-753required.
4109.

When accessing the
"help wanted" section
on our classifieds
wehpage at
University Heights
murruyledger.com.
Apartments is now
you will he redirected
accepting applications
to johnetwork.com.
for 1BR Rental
By default,
Assisted Apartments
Murray and local job
M-W-F, 8-2:30
listings will appear on
1734 Campbell St.
this wettstie.
270-759-2282 or
However, as a national
270-395-7325
wehsite, not all listings
Hearing Impaired only
on the jobnetwork.com
1-800-648-6056.
are placed through
Handicap accessible.
the Murray Ledger
Equal Housing
& Times. Please call
( ,Opportunity. ta
us if you have any
questions regarding
the Murray area
2BR, 1BA duplex
job listings. Thank you.
270-753Furnished
0259
3BR 2BA, Duplex wtih
bonus room within city
limits. Water and trash
included. $900. 270293-5423

Sit with elderly women
insidee Murray city lirn'ts, light housework
meals, & bathing.
270-752-3486

CALLOwAY GARDENS
ESSEX DOWNS
APARTMENTS
1BR from $345
2BR from $375

RCS

I

Cash paid for good
used guns

Transport, .L.LC

A&F Warehousing
Near MSU $20-50
753-7668
G&C

Backed by our family's 130+ years of funeral
service to Murray & Calloway Co

BEA
N
OPI

SIOR AG
,
i
A lSizecVC I-risj.edri_dr
,. nitsSurveillance
ob111km
•E ec

124/7

812 Whitnell Avenue • Murray

----• 1850 State Route 121 South 0---Murray, KY 42071
270.753.5562
Located at Key Auto Pals
UNIT SIZE

I UNIT PRICE SECURITY

STORAGE and
PROPANE
119 E MAIN ST
(270)753-6266
HOURS

5X10..$20.00
10X30..$60.00
10X24.150.00
10X12..$22.50

10X20..$45.00
10X10..530.00
10X15..$35.00
Deposit Required

270-753-0558
1505 Dulguld Dr.

8 00-4 00
SATURDAY
8 00-12 00

J&L RENTALS
MINI-STORAGE
720 S. 4TH ST.
Comer of 121 S & Glendale
10x10's &10x15's
(270) 293-6907

For all your storage convenience

CHOOSE FROM OUR 4 LOCATIONS:
'Murray Store & Lock - 1611 N. 12th St.

New Climate
Controlled
Storage Units Now
Available'
Call 270-753-9999

shiliC Storage- 1900 N. 126
Light, Electricity and 241-Surwillance
•Garland Rental Bost Sr Mini-Storage - Hwy,94E
I 'lima,: CoPltroi

1ET GAR!4ND NA E CARE OF t0Jri 5TOR4GE A'FELT
1900A N. 12th 51. P.O. Box 65 Murray, KY 42071
Office - 270-753-2905 . Fax - 270-753-9505
....:..- ...... ..... • garlandrentals a gmail.com

Visit us online at
www SI3Gproperty com
or
wwwmurraykyrentals corn [calProp. For Rent
PREMIER
MINISTORAGE
'Inside climate control
storage
'Security alarmed
'Safe & clean
'We sell boxes!
•We rent U-Hauls
753-9600.

COMMERCIAL

RGL Storage, LLC
640 S. 4th St.
Sunbury Circle
Multiple sizes,
lighting in every unit,
security lighting,
newt)/ remodeled.
270-761-7557

270.293.7144

PROPERTY
Available for
Immediate Lease
808 Chestnut St
Murray. KY
4.000
8.000
or 12.000
Sq. Ft. Available

sierras tedaer & THries Fair
flouting Act Notice
Ail real estate advertised hertsn
is subject to tie Federal Fair
Housing Act which makes it
illegal to advertise ant prefer-

ence, limitation or discnmmalion based on race, color, reoinon, see, handicap, familial status or national origin, or interlion to make any such prefer
ences, limitations Of (114.11111ination.

Stale law,turNd discaminatior
in the sale, rental or advertising
of real estate bawd on factors ir
addition to those protected
under federal late
NW will knowingly amept an'
advertising for red estate whs.+
is not in siolation of the law. All
persons are hereby informed
that all dwellings advertised an'
available on an equal opportu
mitt basis.

For further assistance •sith Fair
Housing Advertising requirements, contact NM Counsel
DOG Obedience.
glendhenmere.com
(270)436-2858.

Rene

TOO 1-800-545-1833 0rt283

Ntilam. (T11648-1000

1,041/.1. POW10.1

Public Sale

H&H Guns

-mag„,,r7d-

inside
Bensons Sporting
Goods
519 S. 12th, St.
Murray
270-753-1342

I.

•
Selling your
motorcycle or ATV?
Call us, we'll be
glad to help.
Murray Ledger &
limes
270-753-1916

The Housing Authority of Murray is accepting
applications for efficiency,
1, 2. 3, and 4 bedroom apartments
The Housing Authority is income based and an
equal opportunity housing option.
Applications are available at the main office at
716 Nash Drive. and available for download at
WMAM phamurray org. applications are accepted
by appointment only.
No electric deposit required
Office hours are M - F 8 AM - 4 PM.
Call 270-753-5000
for an appointment.

AUSTIN Auction
Service
All types Auction
Benton, KY
270-705-4859

CONSISTENCY
All. ONLY 1185.00
MI MONTS.
CALL
CLASSIFIED
ADVERTISING
(1170) 753-111111.

490

03 LXI 7
54900. 2
530
16,44

"Erg_

MON-FRI

DISCLAIMER

91 SPRUCE STREET • MURRAY, KY
le TAKING APPLICATIONSPM

Truck Drivers to run from
Western Kentucky and
Southwest Indiana to
Virginia and back to
Midwest.
Please call RCS Transport
at
1-800-729-0524

PILLOW Top Mattress
sets. New in Plastic.
Queen $195.00
Full $185.00
King $385.00
270-293-4121
Can Deliver. $40 Down
Take home today!

LICENSED KY HVAC
Journeyman
opening. $15-$22/1'ir.
Company vehicle,
uniform, paid vacation.
Call 270-227-4598

PAINTING contractor is
recruiting professional
painters with 2 years
experience, painters
trainee program positions are also available.
Call 270-753-6895 to
apply and leave voice
message. Benefit program include 401k and
vacations. No walk in
applicants accepted.
EOE

DAVID BEANE, BENTON, KY
Seek 2 farm worker's for tobacco crops. With 3
months experience . Temporary 08-08-1610
12-05-16. $10.85 hr 75% of the total contract
hours guaranteed. Free work tools, supplies
&equip. provided, free. Free housing to workers
who can't return to their permanent residence at
the end of each work day. Transportation &
subsistence expenses provided to non resident
workers at 50% of the contract completion.
Random drug test(after hire) at employers cost.
Contact the KY state workforce investment at
502-564-7456 or reach out to your nearest
employment office. J.0.#. 614332881.

classifiedttmurrayledger.com

Help your Loved Ones When

KEY MINI-WAREHOUSES

160
Home Furnishings

060

DRIVERS NEEDED

8:00 a.m.-5:00 p.m.
• Fax:(270) 753-1927

270-293-9690

-HOUSE FOR
RENT**
Craftsman Style House
3Bed 1NewBath,
Newly Updated,
Hardwood Floors
223 E Main Puryear,
TN $1850Deposit
$500Mthy.
Call 270-753-2222
3BR house, Hardin,
270-705$475/Mo.
0549
3BR, 1.5BA, W/D
hookups, shop. South
Murray. 270-753-0259.

Phone 270-759-4420.

email

•Office Hours:
Monday-Friday

$750/MONTH

THE Murray Ledger & Times considers its sources
reliable, but inaccuracies do occur. Readers using
this information do so at their own risk. Although
persons and companies mentioned herein are
believed to be reputable, The Murray Ledger &
Times, nor any of its employees accept any
responsibility whatsoever for their activities.

Call (270) 753-1916

or stop by our
office at 1001 Whitnell Ave.

SQ. FT.

WAREHOUSE STORAGE

This Advertisement for Bids document is

The publisher maintains the right to reject or edit any
submitted matter

PRE-PLANNING

Houses For Rent

LINE Au's
$8.25 First Day - 20 words or less Over 20 words S.50 each
Additional Consecutive Days:
5.12 per word per day.
$3.35 extra for Smart Saver
(Mon. Classifieds go into Smart Saver)

USE!

CALL NICK!TO PLACE YOUR AD
270-753-1916

at Fulton High School.

$10.00 Column Inch,60% Discount 2nd Run,
40% Discount 3rd Run.
(All 3 Ads Must Run Within 6 Day Period.)
$3.35 per column inch extra for Monday
(Shopping Guide)

71,

480

Thank you for your business'

• Burglar & Fire Alarm Systems
• Building Access Controls
• Video Surveillance

A pre-bid meeting will be held on
July 1,2016 at 1:30 P.M.

ILIIISP1LAY AUPS

CLEANING OF MURRAY

RESIDENTIAL & COMMERCIAL
270-753-9224 NICK MCCLURE-OWNER

Licensed and Insured
Local Security Professionals
Commercial & Residential

Opening
Fireworks
6/20/16. 1120 Old Pans
Murray Rd. Paris, TN.
1/2 Mile off 641 at
Lane.
Tanglwood
Weekdays until 8pm.
Weekends until 10pm.
Daily specials and
discounts as always we
pay your sales tax.
Bigger Selection and
better pnces.
Sorry cash only.
For Questions
call 603-557-2235.

Project Cost Range is anticipated to be
under $330,000.

CAMP SEPTIC

KEY RECYCLING
1990 STATE ROUTE 121 SOUTH
270-759-9694

Notice

painting and floonng replacement, and
selective light fixture replacement.

Murray Ledger & Times will be
responsible for only one incorrect
insertion. Any error should be
reported immediately so
corrections can be made.

BUYING, BUYING, BUYING

SECI HIT}

and countertops,

ADVERTISERS are
requested to check the first
insertion of their ads for any
error

BUSINESS &
SERVICE DIRECTORY

Legal

Notice

i

llinte Property

Kentucky
Beautiful
Lake water front lots
Private setting, dock
able, deep water. 1.22
acre for $135,000 and
2.47 acre for $155,000.
Call 731-693-1113.
Mobile home for rent
on Lake_ 518 Lake
New
Dr.
Shore
Concord KY.
Furnished except 1 bed
550/Month negotiable
270-293-3818

11111111
436-5141
ABLE H
out gara
junk & Ire

Murray Ledger & Times

Friday, July 1, 2016 • 3B
530

New 2-4
Bedroom homes in
Riverfield Estate
SBG Real Property
Professionals
270-293-7872

Hill Electric
Since l986
Residential &
Commercial
Licensed & Insured
All Jobs - big or small

Spacious
5 Bedroom,
4 Bath Home
Misti Meadows
subdivision next to
Daks Country Club
Newly remodled
basement.
New furnace and
water heater
IF MURRAY

Call 2713-752-0477

753-9562
www.tullelectrx corn

11
1

Auto Ports

-BIG or small
USED TIRES

Ted Hogs them All"

14.15.16 inch
Star'
at S20
tort

Call or Text
Ted
214-766-79

Call 753-5606
.itthew Imes,
,
I Acrangeme."
FU,,fral D,rect.
erg

ars of funeral
wa, to

t AD

Used Cars

.Gutter Cleaning

•Yard Work

Over 28 Years
Expenence
(270) 759-0501

Required

DC avoscApivc

270-293-604111

•PRessvee ivaswevis
.1.4W4' awe
•COAMeekttoll
•i/C

R /T

PUMPING

Lawn Service

EXCAVATION
TRuClaNG

Free islimsfes

270-293-5949
Lic & Ins.

270-293-1924
Free Estimates

LAWN SERVICE

G

LANDSCAPING
MULCHING
LEAF REMOVAL

•Las•dsocerpistq- now and err Wing
Itusien asset lea Saila taws
•larstiscapa enninbonano.
Luvad, •L.n. -.Jo,.1.
an4 trim goads
Weakly oe as rawaraci
•C Locum up anti olttr.LnKr. Fito•jeeti
Fres gstirwatoo
270-293-9400

270-436-5959

FUTRELL'S
TREE SERVICE

Gallimore
Electrical Contractors, LLC

270.206.2517

•Trimming
•Removal
i.Stump Grinding
eFirewood
•Insured

ledestflaUtumierdeneslieatlal
lames C.taillesers
viviW.HCIAURRAY.COM

IX2 CONSISTENCY AD.
ONLY $100.00 PER MONTH. CALL
CLASSIFIEDS (270) 753-1916.

Free Column

FREE KITTEN to a
good
home.
ALL
SHOTS- Spaying has
been purchased. 7-9
weeks
old.
Very
Friendly with people
and other animals
Call 270-753-5763

TRAVIS
ASPHALT
Pavinq-Sealcoating
-Striping
Gravel-Dirt-Sand

weekly & special pickups
ocally ownedioperated
270-759-1151
270-293-2783
270-293-2784

TONY TRAVIS

270-293-4256

1008 Payne Street.
FRI.(7/1)& SAT.(7/2)
7 AM-7

O

811 North 17th Street

HolidalInn
Explr!ss
Suites &•

Baby boys 0-6, wornens plus, young ladies ma
large, young mens 2X,girls 10/12, household,
2 ratan chairs,everything super cheap!

377 Bailey Road

FRI.(7/1) •6 AM-2
— COUNTY SALES

I /Ct.
Fleetwood

home decor.

465 Washington Drive, Almo

SAT.(7/2) •7 AM-12 PM
HUGE MULTI-FAMILY YARD SALE'
Household items,furniture, TONS of
clothing for children & adults, shoes,
jewelry, Vera Bradley purses, home decor
for every room, appliances and more! All
items are in great condition!
If rams, yard sale will be canceled.

1416 Dudley Drive

7 PARTY YARD SALE! Coach purses,
washer & dryer. sectional, recliners, stove,
small appliances, ladies, plus size women
& men clothes, trinkets & treasures.

at

roR4GE NEEDS!
ray, KY 42071
-753-9505
kik gmaii.com

Chestnut-St
Murray
ill State
Universlt

Payne St

ine St.

I

Wells Blvd
s.ve.

011ve Blvd

turbid discrimination
rental or advertising
te based on factors in
to those protected
ral law
iewingle accept ant
; for real ettale whitit
)lahon of the law. MI
T hereby informed
•
ailsertised are
an equal opportu-

•

Poplar,S*

StLe,"_e

assistance it ith Fair
1dvertising requ ireitact NAA Counw
any (703)648-1000

Sycamore St
LI I
Cardinal Dr
I
waStory Ave

Johnson Ellvdn
II..The Lnm
,
:...Magnolta. Dram4
Keenland Dr

Zr

nson Blvd
fray

HenrySt
Du
ICriwcod Dr

INTERNET/PHONE
SERVICE
AT&T U-Verse Internet
starting at $15/month
or TV & Internet starting at $49/month for 12
months with 1 -year
agreement. Call 1800-445-6403 to learn
more.

Liner parts

11

Even a little bit

13

Craze

14

Half of Hispaniola

15

Opposed

Glendale Rd

20

Cook's creation
Letter before omega

23

Meticulous

26

Texas landmark

28

Menzel of "Frozen"

29

Gives a new handle

31

List-ending abbr.

32

Amorphous shape

CLASS A CDL
FLATBED DRIVERS,
NEW PAY SCALE
*NEW 389 Pete's
*Trucks set 41 70MPH
•Starting pay up to .52
CPM -Health Ins.
•401K Per Diem Pay
*Home Weekends.
800-648-9915 or
www.boydandsons.com

TRUCK DRIVERS
HELP WANTED
APPLY NOW! COL
Dnvers in High
Demand! Get you CDL
Training in 16 days at
Truck America Training
and go to work! State
WIOA Grants and VA
Benefits Accepted.
Tuition Financing
Available. 1st yr. avg.
$40,000 per ATA
(502)955-6388 or
(866)244-3644.

HOME WEEKENDS!
$1,000 sign on bonus.
Regional flatbed. No
tarp freight. Excellent
pay and benefits.
Owner/Ops welcome.
Call 800-554-5661, ext
331.www.tIxtransport.io
bs

CROSSWORDS
GABS

EMPIRE

ARLO

MEAN I

REAR
BACT
K I
ARME
MIA

Flank

22

CDL A or B dnvers
needed to transfer
vehicles from area
body plants to vanous
locations throughout
U.S. - No forced dispatch - We specialize
in connecting the dots
and reducing deadhead. Safety incentives! Call 1-800-5013783. wrinv.mamotransportation.com

SERVICES
DISH TV 190 channels
plus Highspeed
Internet Only
$49.94/mo! Ask about
3 year price guarantee
& Netflix included for 1
year! CALL 1-800-4178079

Dance move

IDIO
DELL

D
NEPA

Stratagem

33

Art class staple

34

Worry

ACE
PACES
ELK
SPUTES
M A CE
I

36

Small nail

35

Steak choice

38

Daytona events

37

Reckless

40

Grill waste

39

43

Undermine

41

44

Long look

42

Notice
Stretch of years
Capitol Bldg. figure

45

Keyed up

46

Macho sort
Block

2
3

Pilot's guess: Abbr.
Breakfast meat

4

Kevin of in & Out

1

Stockpiled

22

8

Virginia product

26

9

Writer Chopin

10
16

Salon sound
Writer Tarbell

18

Ship pole

Crooner Perry

24
25

Golden Rule word
Like some lingerie

27

Some shakes

30

Decline

16

15

7

23

6

5

14

Louver piece

Fancy flower

4

13

Scrooge cry

Cruise stop

3

12

5

19

2

11

6

21

L A L CIW

NINE

AL ma

Yesterday's answer

College house

1

AMBLE

OREGON

34

I

E

I NNAME
RIA

WATERS

33

DOWN

I

MOBILE HOMES FOR
SALE
MOBILE HOMES with
acreage Ready to
move in. Seller
Financing (subiect to
credit approval). Lots
of room for the price,
3Br 2Ba. No renters
859-977-3970

Jordan's capital

Vine StUI

k
Murray
•High
School

HYDRAULIC Repair
Shop Seeking Service
technician. Hydraulic &
Electrical troubleshooting experience
required. M-F dayshift,
occaisonal overtime
offered. 2717 Pioneer
Dnve, Bowling Green,
KY 42101, bghydraulics yahoo.com

Soaks up sunshine

18

Ryan Ave
Calloway Ave

HELP WANTED

6

17

edger & limes fair
in Act Notice
rate advertised herein
to the Federal Fair
ka, which makes it
idveilise any preter:ation or discriminaon faCe inlor
familial sta▪
onal origin, or mienike any such prefer
tattoosdicsurnina-

ATTENTION: VIAGRA
and CIALIS Users! A
cheaper alternative to
high drugstore pncesl
50 Pill Special - $99
FREE Shipping! 100
Percent Guaranteed.
Call Now: 1-800-4902790.

1

12

STATEWIDE CLASSIFIEDS

HEALTH SERVICES

ACROSS

a

nter

(270) 759-0890
ADULT
Make a Connection.
Real People, Flirty
Chat. Meet singles
nght now! Call
Livelinks. Try it FREE.
Call now. 1-888-9792264.
ANTIQUES
Advertise your JOB
OPENING, EVENT,
ITEMS FOR SALE,
AUCTION etc. in this
newspaper plus 84
other newspapers in
KY for only $250. Save
time and money by
making one call for all!
For more information,
contact the classified
department of this
newspaper or call KPS
1-502-223-8821, email:
sparrya kypress.com
EQUIPMENT FOR
SALE
SAWMILLS from only
$4397.00 - MAKE &
SAVE MONEY with
your own bandmill Cut lumber any dimension. In Stock ready to
ship. FREE Info/DVD:
www.NorwoodSawmills
.com 1-800-578-1363
Ext. 300N

2614 Crossland Road
/NHdletoodair
SAT.(7/2) •8 AM-12 PM
2 FAMILY YARD SALE! Antiques, books, 11141641
childrens clothes,furniture, tools, outside &
th

1714 Plainview Drive

FRI.(7/1)7 AM-1 PM &
SAT.(7/2)•7 AM-11 AM

OtIgh(ir

CLEAN CUT

CKOSSROOCIS
--eirssetrft

'Mildred ..Sr. Discount
•Erre Estimates
'Member of "A" Romig
on Angie it LIM

(270)489-2839

Roofing Specials
Licensed & Insured
Protecting your house like
11/s our house!

(INDOOR/OUTDOOR)

iome for rent
e. 518 Lake
New
Dr
KY
d except 1 bed
th negotiable
3818

1 8 3_5 6 4 7 , 2 9
7 9 4 1 2 8 5113-6
6.52 9 3 7 118-4

let

•Dryluall •Pausting
•Tile •Floonng •Decki

AM Your Sprig Needs
Defoliation
& Repair
Dirt, Gravel.
White Rock,
Sand &Mulch
(270) 293-8686

Yee stew it,
We will sew it!

i6 8 7 4 5 3 1 .1.2
5 2 1 389 467

9

All Aspects of
Remodeling
'Home linprmenuus
•Bath 'Kitchen
& Additions

/Ng

6 4 5

breal •••

Difficu ty Level ****

It sernt

ROOFING

MULTI-FAMILY YARD SALE

Kentucky
fl
!ter front lots
setting, dock
ep water. 1.22
$135,000 and
? for $155,000.
-693-1113.

3
7,2
1

1 23
5
6

CavrAcr Soon
270-978-7/57

Today I
Kevin 270•978•6719

Jason Hill

THURS.(6/30)& FRI.(7/1)
8 AM-4 PM

ks Property

9

KENTUCKY LAKE
REMODELING.COM

•RESA91417/41

Troyees
Pressure Washing
Plus
cal for FREE wand.

(270) 226-0194
Service on all
major brands
Licensed & Insured

HoNestiond City Gate On Doran Rd., past MH5

mence
)CATIONS:
N. 12th St.
.12th
etilark e
age- Hwy.94E

House's -Deck's
•Porches -Patio's

ivr"iti\
McCUISTON

MULTI-FAMILY YARD SALE

O

Washing

Serving
West Kentucky

SAT.(7/2) •7 AM-7
MULTI-FAMILY YARD SALE! Clothing,
household items,furniture & lots more.

O

2

David 270-227-1106
AL.Stragq±kaaliklist

7 1 645
3 29 1
4 i1 1 5 2 9 6 8 7 3
3 4 7 6 1 2 9 5 8
2.
1_31 9 8

Zach 270-873-7700
•

Answer to previous puzzle

-8

A

Pressure

Ron Frame
12701227-3140
(270(474-0323

Removal
,
-Licensed & 1118AlfeC1
Free Estimates I
270-753-TREE
003M

.$45.00
.$30.00
.$35.00

9
19
7

ROOFING

HALLS WASTE
MANAGEMENT

O

8 7 1
PRESCOTT

•.

731-247-5422
270-293-2643

ris

41

6

Gallimore Electrical Contractors, LLC

Water Damaged floors
Braces & Floor Jost
rtxkAig & Plumbing

O

By Dave Green

81

MITCHELL
BROS.
PAVING

& DEBRIS REMOVAL

Hill Appliance
Repair

WI Do Insurance Work
cepte2

OUSES
ISouth

Ceoscaptis SueoKu

Gay 270-227-0420

FRAME'S
TREE
SERVICE

•Dnveways
*Patios
*Stamping
•Garages
*Dirt Work
•Lic & Ins
Jeff MeOre
931-289-9233

436-5141 A-AFFORDABLE Hauling. Clean
out garages, gutters,
iunk & tree wort

David's Home
Improvement
LLC
orage Rentals

Moore's
Concrete

03 LXI 79K Excellent
54900. 270-345-2719
530
Services Offered

Licensed &
Insured

SUDOKU

Pressure Washing

FINE Line Painting
Spaciallat
Residential,
Commercial,
Industnal Specializing
all your painting
needs Including
Epoxy floors, swimming pools,
pressure washing
houses, and Fencing.
Painting or Staining
Intenor and Extenor
homes.
Also spraying texture.
hanging and Finishing
sheetrock, hanging
and removing wallpaper.
#1 Goal satisfying
customers.
No Job to Small or Big
270-226-3624

AMERICAN FILIPINO
Housewife cleaning in
your home or commencal building available
4/days week 25yrs
Expenence at moping,
vaccuming. With references. Lisa
270-970-8762

inessl

Handyman Services

270-293-3248

ERCIAL
RE-OWNER

GARY W. DICK
ELECTRIC
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taking Back
;Yea years age
Murray State University Town
sad Gown partner John Fuqua of
'Allegro Fine Foods, Paris, Tennessab, recently sponsored a marketing
contest for MSU's School of Agri.ialture students.
.Pictured is Gary Walls, barbecue
cief for The Hardwood Gang of
lwaducah, as he turns some pork ribs
during Squealing on the Square's
barbecue competition on the court
square;Workers spent all morning carefully maneuvering into position the
cupola that will adorn the top of the
new Murray Bank facility on North
kith Street.
44embers of the Calloway Coun(y High School volleyball team
recently participated in a private
Oiam camp which was conducted
by Murray State assistant volleyOall coach DongPing Fang. Pictured
ire Katie Bazell, Cyndney Clere,
Emily McKnight. Allison Rogers,
Kelly Butterworth, Kristin Phillips,
Allie Thompson, Mandie Schroadet,Abby Kelly, Whitley Edwards,
?sdley Hendon. Teala Penick and
Coach Fang.
twenty years ago
.I2ebbie Bell is shown pausing
daring her narration for a song of
freedom during "Liberty" choir performance by the Sanctuary Choir of
tirst Baptist Church.
.0n their next bill, Murray Electric System customers will have the
option to give support to Project
E,N.U.F.,the Emergency Need Line
Utility Fund.
Pictured is Murray's Jeremy Hunt
and doubles partner Steve Gardner
of Mayfield as they celebrate a point
during the 18-year-old doubles firiats of the Hawaiian Tropic Junior
eltimpionship at the Bennie Purcell
Courts. Hunt and Gardner won the
championship with a 6-3,6-3 victory over Jared Comille and Ben Higdon of Paducah.
'The Murray Rotary Club awarded'$3,500 in scholarships to area
students during a presentation at
Seven Seas Restaurant. Pictured
are $1.000 winners Preston Weatherly and Kristine Hokans and $500
award winners Cassie Maness,John

Futrell and Nathan Garvin.
Thirty years ago
Pictured are basketball players
from Murray and Calloway County who recently participated in the
basketball camp at Murray State
University. They include Brett Childres, Royce Newton, Shane Beamer, Dustin Parks, Brent Anderson,
Stephen Crouch, Brock Hanunat,
Jeremy Latimer, Jay Newton, Ed
Chapman, Mike Wilson, Matthew
Roberson, Chris Dill, Christian
Crouse, Benji Kelly, Allan Rayburn, Aaron Whitaker, Kevin Newell, Travis Turner,Tim Gibson, Jeff
Arnold, Harv Newton, Brian Eels,
Chris Portner and Josh Johnson.
Contestants in the Murray-Calloway County Fair Queen Contest
sponsored by the Murray Woman's
Club are pictured during the pool
party held at the home of Mary Valentine. They include Kelly Lyles,
Mitzi Boggess, Valerie Gilbert,
Jeanne Darnell, Lee Ann Rayburn,
Christi West,Stephanie Lucas,Jody
Burkeen, Ginger Graham, Huong
Ding, Gaye Latimer, Amy Miller,
Lisa Shoemaker. Marcy Marine,
Kim Twigg, Cathy Williams, Lisa
Overcast and Ann Miller.
Pictured is Buddy Hewitt, MSU
golf coach, as he helps Chris Jones
of Murray with his golf swing
during the summer youth program
at MSU.
Forty years ago
A mobile home owned by Clyde
Evitts on Highway 280 was completely destroyed by fire last night.
The Murray-Calloway County
Fair Queen Contest sponsored by
the Sigma Department of the Murray Woman's Club will be July 9 at
Lovett Auditorium.
Fifty years ago
Sp4 Larry W. Butler, son of Mr.
and Mrs. Cannon Butler, is spending a leave here after having served
in Korea. He leaves Aug. 1 for an
Army post in California.
Sixty years ago
Recent births reported at the Murray Hospital include a girl to Mr.
and Mrs. Noble Paschall and a girl
to Mr. and Mrs. Owen E. Roseberry.

Teen sees trouble in photo of
shirtless young cousins
DEAR ABBY: I'm concerned
about a photo my uncle posted to
Facebook. It features my two female cousins, ages 6 and 2, shirtless. I know no harm was intended
in posting the photo, as they are
both adorable girls. However, I
find it inappropriate that
the 6-yearold -- who
is going into
first grade -was shirtless
in the photo.
Now that it is
on the internet, it could
Dear Abby
be
easily
seen by a peby
dophile.
Abigail
How do I
express my
Van Buren
concern
to
uncle
my
about this without coming off like
I am trying to parent for him? I'm
only 17 and don't want to overstep
my boundaries, but as a caring
family member, I am concerned.
-- NIECE IN COLORADO
DEAR NIECE: Because you
are nervous about approaching
your uncle about this, consider
discussing your concerns with the
children's mother. If your uncle is
a single parent, then mention it to
your own parents and,if they agree
with you, ask them to mention to
your uncle that his semi-nude pictures on the web may endanger his
daughters.
P.S. Your uncle should be made
aware that he can customize his account settings and make his profile
private.
••••••

DEAR ABBY: My neighbor is
taking care of her grandchildren.
She seems responsible and the
courts have allowed her to be their
foster 'mother. Her own children
not only steal, but are also physically abusive. The court ordered
the mother of the kids(my neighbor's daughter) to have no contact
with them.Their father is in prison.

I am friendly with this neighbor
and her grandchildren. I wish I had
a way to tell her that her constant
shouting and screaming at the
kids is unhealthy. How can I help
this family and these little ones?
Should I just come out and say
what's on my mind -- that yelling
at them undermines their self-esteem and does no good whatsoever? -- KIND NEIGHBOR IN
MICHIGAN
DEAR KIND NEIGHBOR:
Have a chat with your neighbor
about it, if you can manage it without coming across as judgmental
(i.e., accusing her of "undermining their self-esteem"). When you
do, tell her you know she is carrying a lot of responsibility on her
shoulders and she may be yelling
because she's stressed. Then offer
to watch the grandchildren for her
once or twice a month, so she can
have some quiet time for herself.
If you do, you would be doing her
and her grandchildren a great favor.
••••••

DEAR ABBY: I'm 28 and have
been a licensed practical nurse
since 2007. Although I've been a
nurse for nine years. I feel incompetent and like I haven't learned
much over the years. I pray every
day I go to work that no serious
situations arise because I'm afraid
I won't be able to handle them
correctly. Many people have suggested I further my education and
become an RN, but I feel it would
be a waste because I don't feel
smart enough. What should I do?
-- WARY IN OHIO
DEAR WARY: I think you
should challenge yourself and take
some of those classes to further
your education. If you do well in
them, continue. If not, you can
look for another line of work then.
However, before you do anything else, please talk with a licensed mental health professional
to get to the reasons for your low
self-esteem. Those feelings of inadequacy may be what are holding
you back.

Research has changed some
dietary advice for infants
DEAR DOCTOR K: I thought
I knew what solid foods to give
my baby, and when to give them.
But the recommendations seem to
change constantly. What do I need
to know?
DEAR
READER:
make
To
sure I had the
most current
information,
I spoke to
my colleague
Claire
Dr.
McCarthy,
primary
a
Dr. Komaroff care pediatrician at Harby
vard -affiliDr. Anthony
ated Boston
Children's
Komaroff
Hospital.
She said that
most dietary advice has remained
the same. For example, wait until
your baby is at least 4 months old
before starting solids, and introduce one new food at a time.
But research has recently led to
three big changes:
-- Don't give rice cereal. For
many youngsters, their first foray
into solid food was a spoonful of
rice cereal. Pediatricians used to
recommend it as a go-to starting
food. But then the Consumer Products Safety Commission raised
concern about the amount of arsenic in rice and rice products.(The
rice plant is very good at pulling
arsenic out of the soil.)
Arsenic can cause many problems, including an increased risk
of cancer. The commission's report said that babies who get two
servings of rice cereal a day could
double their cancer risk over a lifetime. Until we know more, pass on
the rice carat. Opt for oatmeal or
other types of baby cereal instead.
-- Make fish part of your child's
diet. Fish is full of important nutrients. A study from Sweden showed
that children who ate fish just twice
a month during infancy had a 25

Today is Friday, July I, the 183rd
day of 2016. There are 183 days left
in.the year. This is Canada Day.
. Today's Highlight in History:
.0n July 1, 1966, the Medicare
federal insurance program went into
effect.
On this date:
In 1535, Sir Thomas More went
on trial in England, charged with
high treason for rejecting the Oath
of Supremacy.(More was convicted,
rind executed.)
-In 1863, the pivotal, three-day
Civil War Battle of Gettysburg, re-

sulting in a Union victory, began in
Pennsylvania.
In 1867, Canada became a
self-governing dominion of Great
Britain as the British North America
Act took effect.
In 1934, Hollywood began enforcing its Production Code subjecting motion pictures to censorship
review.
In 1946,the United States exploded a 20-kiloton atomic bomb near
Bikini Atoll in the Pacific.
In 1961, Diana, the princess of
Wales, was born in Sandringham,

England. (She died in a 1997 car
crash in Paris at age 36.)
In 1974, the president of Argentina, Juan Peron, died; he was succeeded by his wife, Isabel Martinez
de Peron.
In 1991, President George H.W.
Bush nominated federal appeals
court judge Clarence Thomas to the
Supreme Court, beginning an ultimately successful confirmation process marked by allegations of sexual
harassment. The Warsaw Pact disbanded. Actor Michael Landon, 54,
died in Malibu,California.
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TAKING FLIGHT WITH MEDICATIONS
Dear Heloise: What do I absolutely need to know
about TRAVELING WITH MEDS? -- Tracy G., Salem, Mass.
Tracy, there are some do's and don'ts, especially
if traveling by commercial airlines. Here is a short
list from the Transportation Security Administration
(TSA):
I. Prescribed medication isn't
subject to the strict rules.
2. Take what you need for
your trip(I always take a few
extra days worth,just in case).
and put it in your carry-on robe
soft.
3. The TSA doesn't require
original containers, but states
have different laws. Generally.
you're OK with a normal supby
ply.
4. Liquid medication can exHeloise
ceed the 3.4-ounce limit in what
is called "reasonable quantities" for your trip. Tell the inspectors about the liquid medications, which may be subject to additional
screening. If you have a concern, carry a copy ofyour
prescriptions.
Heloise
BABY WEIGHS LESS THAN ZERO?
Dear Heloise: One of the hints in the paper was
from Mary H. in San Antonio about weighing her
baby. She said she weighs herself first and then adds
the baby and weighs again.
If she subtracts the new weight from the original
weight, she'll have a negative number. Example: 140
+ 12 = 152.140 - 152 = -12. I'm guessing I might not
be the only one to write to you about this. There are
lots of math whizzes out there.

BLONDIE0

4C1,
41
0
••
•

on.

Every baby is different, and
there are circumstances that might
change your pediatrician's advice
for your child. Be sure to talk to
your doctor to get the best advice
for you and your child.
(Dr. Komaroff is a physician
and professor at Harvard Medical School. To send questions,go
to AskDoctorK.com,or write: Ask
Doctor K,10 Shattuck St.,Second
Floor,Boston,MA 02115.)

Thanks for all your hints and suggestions. -- George
M., via email
Yes, George, it may be a negative number, but it's
the number that counts! If this works for my reader,
that's all that counts. I'm sure she knows her baby
doesn't weigh less than zero! -- Heloise
PHOTO OF APPOINTMENT CARD
Dear Heloise: I had a doctor's follow-up appointment that was scheduled five weeks in advance. After
waiting,the receptionist said I didn't have an appointment. She asked for my appointment odd, and sadly,
I'd left it at home. After more time,the doctor saw me
anyway.
My husband suggested that I take a picture of the
new appointment card, which I did. Now I can leave
the original at home and have the picture ready to
show,should this problem arise again. Thanks for the
hint, honey! -- Anna A.in San Antonio
AUDIOBOOKS
Dear Heloise: I read you in The(Baton Rouge,La.)
Advocate. My library has preloaded audiobook devices, which are superior to CD books. CDs are dangerous because you have to change discs when driving
alone.
The hand-held devices are compact and contain the
entire book, with on/off, play, pause,forward/rewind,
alternate reading speeds, beginning/remaining times,
chapter numbers and auto turnoff.
They can be used with earphones,enabling privacy
for more than one traveler.The convenience of removing to continue listening anywhere is my favorite feature. -- Annie in Denham Springs, La.
Annie, you taught me something!A quick check here
in San Antonio showed that there were none at several
libraries. Howeir, they are available on the internet,
and subscriptions also are availablefor the avid reader. -- Heloise
(c)2016 by King Features Syndicate Inc.

Horoscope
HAPPY BIRTHDAY for Saturday, July 2, 2016:
This year you often hide your emotions and choose
not to reveal more of yourself. You also might be
in the process of redefining your priorities. You will
make excellent choices once you figure out what
you want. If you are single, you could actively seek
out potential suitors, but know that this process
might not make you want to become closer to
anyone. If you are attached, one-on-one relating
brings you and your sweetie much closer together.
You are best friends as well as loved ones.
Schedule several dates to get away for the day.
GEMINI makes an excellent healer for you.

DUSTIN®
HAND OVER
OKAY, BUT THERE5
-YOUR WALLET. ' NOTRING IN IT.

The Stars Show the Kind of Day You'll Have:
5-Dynamic; 4-Positive; 3-Average; 2-So-so;
1-Difficult
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Hints From Heloise

Today In History

GARFIELD

percent lower risk of allergies. The
researchers followed the babies until they were 12 years old, and that
reduction in risk was still there.
Stick to fish that tends to be lower
in mercury, such as tilapta, catfish
or cod.
DQ give peanut products. This
is a real turnaround. For years,doctors told parents not to give peanut
products until children were 2 to 3
years old. The fear was that if kids
were exposed to peanuts at too early an age, they would develop an
allergy to peanuts later in life.
But a recent study showed that
giving peanut products early in life
-- between 4 and 11 months -- can
actually prevent peanut allergy.
Talk to your baby's doctor before
giving peanut products if there is a
family history of peanut allergy,or
if your baby might be at higher risk
of food allergies for another reason. And don't give whole peanuts!
They can get caught in the baby's
windpipe. Instead, products with
ground peanuts -- like peanut paste
-- are what to use.
Another recent study suggests
that the lesson learned with peanuts may also apply for other foods
to which kids develop allergies:
eggs, cow's milk, sesame nuts and
oil, whitefish and wheat. Early exposure to these foods may lower
the risk of allergies to them later

ARIES(March 21-AprIl 19)
**** You are capable of verbalizing what you
have in mind. Your sixth sense questions how
legitimate others' interest might be. You could be
insecure, but perhaps you are just picking up on
someone's lack of authenticity. Keep your eyes
open.
TAURUS(April 20-May 20)
**** You might be concerned about a female
friend and her role in your life. Perhaps you would
prefer to establish some distance from this person.
You don't want to upset the applecart. You know
what you desire.
GEMINI(May 21-June 20)
**** Youll go with the flow despite an early
morning difficulty. You could be overwhelmed by
what your choices are. Reconsider an option, and
get feedback from a male family member. You
could be surprised by what you hear. Open up to
a talk.
CANCER (June 21-July 22)
**** Take your time when making an important
decision. You'll see someone in a new light
because of recent happenings, which could
surprise you. This person can handle a lot more
than you thought. Don't ask too many questions.
LEO(July 23-Aug. 22)
***** You could see life from a unique
perspective if you are willing to open up to the
possibilities around you. You will be inclined to

Murr
believe that nothing is written in stone. You see so
many options that you might be overwhelmed.
VIRGO(Aug. 23-Sept. 22)
**** You might feel pressured by various
situations. What would suit you best would be to
have a "do nothing" type of lazy day. You could feel
as if you are likely to disappoint someone else's
expectations if you do what you want.
LIBRA (Sept. 23-Oct. 22)
**** You might want to rethink your plans at
the last minute. You could be unusually tired and
withdrawn. Even when you attempt to detach from
immediate emotional pressure, you don't bounce
back as quickly as you would like to.
SCORPIO(Oct. 23-Nov. 21)
**** Close relating will take you down a
somewhat novel path. You could find the other
party involved to be somewhat flaky. You might
decide not to let this person get so close. On the
other hand, you might not be able to help yourself!
SAGITTARIUS(Nov. 22-Dec. 21)
**** You seem to be at a point where you might
not be happy with your choices. Several people
could be highly challenging and difficult, yet they
will want to spend time with you. The feeling won't
be mutual, but you might be hesitant to say so.
CAPRICORN(Dec. 22-Jan. 19)
**** Recognize that you don't see eye to eye
with a partner. As a result, you might want to toss
yourself into some other activity Don't hesitate to
ask for more of what you like. Someone handles
your request with understanding.
AQUARIUS(Jan.20-Feb. 18)
**** You could be overwhelmed by everything
you need to accomplish. You might not be in the
position to take a break, but you also can't say'no"
to a great idea. Give yourself the space to create
more of what you want. Now is not the time to hold
back!
PISCES(Feb. 19-March 20)
**** Youll want to get more feedback from a
friend or a loved one. Encourage one-on-one talks,
but be ready to hear the unexpected. Tension might
be high, so stay close to home. You could feel as if
someone is taking advantage of your good nature.
BORN TODAY
Supreme Court Justice Thurgood Marshall(19013)
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